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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
 
Effects of Stochastic (Random) Surface Roughness on Hydrodynamic 
Lubrication of Deterministic Asperity 
 
 
In order to achieve enhanced and cost-effective performance of engineering components, 
Surface Engineering embraces traditional and innovative surface technologies which 
modify the surface properties of metallic and non-metallic engineering components for 
specific and sometime unique engineering purposes. The surface roughness of an 
engineered surface may be classified as: the random surface roughness which is a product 
of surface finishing and the deterministic surface roughness which is engineered to 
increase the lubrication characteristics of the hydro dynamically lubricated thrust ring. 
The effect of stochastic/random roughness can not be ignored when the roughness is of 
the same amplitude as that of fluid film thickness. Average flow model derived in terms 
of flow factors which are functions of the roughness characteristics is used to study the 
random surface roughness effects on hydrodynamic lubrication of deterministic asperity. 
In addition, the effect of boundary conditions on flow factors is studied by calculating the 
pressure and shear flow factor using two different new boundary conditions. The results 
are obtained for random surface roughness having a Gaussian distribution of roughness 
heights.  
 
 
KEYWORDS:  Random Roughness, Deterministic Surface Textures, Hydrodynamic 
Lubrication, Average Flow Model. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background 
 
Tribology is defined as the science and technology of interacting surfaces in relative 
motion, and embraces the study of friction, wear and lubrication of mating surfaces. The 
surface roughness of interacting surfaces consists of micro asperities that are micro or 
nano sized peaks and valleys. Depending on the size, shape, orientation and distribution 
of these asperities, the hydrodynamic lubrication characteristics of the surface can vary 
significantly. In order to achieve enhanced and cost-effective performance of engineering 
components, Surface Engineering embraces traditional and innovative surface 
technologies which modify the surface properties of metallic and non-metallic 
engineering components for specific and sometime unique engineering purposes. Surface 
Engineering as a generic activity, with applications through engineering, from machinery 
and manufacturing equipment, to power transmission, aerospace design and technology, 
has a crucial role to play in the development and maintenance of engineering 
components. The surface roughness of an engineered surface in this work is classified as: 
the random surface roughness which is a product of surface finishing and the 
deterministic surface roughness which is engineered to increase the lubrication 
characteristics of the hydro dynamically lubricated surface. 
1.1.1 Deterministic Asperity 
 
Deterministic micro asperities are asperities of a prescribed shape, size, orientation and 
distribution that comprise an engineered surface texture. Deterministic micro asperities 
show potential for the enhancement of lubrication characteristics in many bearings and 
seals [1]. Micro and Macro asperities can be differentiated by the fact that, Macro 
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asperities are typically large surface features with extremely low heights to diameter ratio 
(<0.0001). Macro surface features are typically few in number and can be manufactured 
with comparative ease using process including grinding and chemical etching. On the 
other hand deterministic micro asperities are orders of magnitude smaller in average 
diameter, significantly greater in number and have large aspect ratio (0.001-10). These 
properties make it difficult to manufacture asperities with controllable and repeatable 
geometry. Methods to fabricate such micro asperities traditionally include photoetching, 
laser ablation and LIGA (a German acronym for lithography, electroplating and 
molding). Recently, MEMS based fabrication technique have been developed at the 
University of Kentucky to manufacture deterministic microasperities that may either be 
recessed into (negative) or protruding up from (positive) the surface. These asperities can 
be made from robust material including metal, ceramics and plastic, making them 
suitable for wide variety of application.         
 
Figure 1.1(a) Triangular positive asperity 
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Figure 1.1(a) and Figure 1.1(b) shows the schematic of positive and negative triangular 
asperities. 
       
 
 
Figure 1.1(b) Triangular negative asperity 
 
1.1.2 Random surface roughness 
 
Engineering surfaces are created in various ways, typically by machining, surface 
treatment and coating. Most often a combination of various machining, treatment and 
coating operation are employed to produce surfaces with characteristics that are desirable 
for particular application. Each surface generation process produces surface topography 
characteristic of the process and process variables used. Surface topography, therefore, 
contains signature of the surface generation process and as such can be used to diagnose, 
monitor and control the manufacturing process. Surface topography establishes a 
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correspondence between an engineering surface phenomenon (e.g. wear, chatter, etc.) and 
its topographical characteristics (e.g. bearing area, oil retention volume etc.). A surface 
profile may be composed of a range of frequency components. The high frequency (or 
short wave) components correspond to those that are perceived to be rough and hence 
called "roughness". The low frequency (or long wave) components correspond to more 
gradual changes in the profile and are often associated with the terms "waviness" or even 
"form". The waviness or the low frequency component is periodic in nature, while the 
high frequency component or the roughness is random. Different frequency components 
in a surface profile can be separated out by a procedure called as Filtering. The random 
surface roughness is the characteristic of any machining process and is characterized by 
many amplitude and statistical parameters. Figure 1.2 shows the presence of random 
surface roughness on a steel substrate flattened by lapping.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Random surface roughness  
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1.2 Related and Earlier Research 
 
Theoretical analysis of rough surface in lubrication dates back to 1966 when Hamilton, 
Wallowit and Allen [2] developed a theory of hydrodynamic lubrication between two 
parallel surfaces with surface roughness on one or both of the surfaces. The classical 
theory of lubrication does not predict the existence of any pressure in case of sliding flat 
parallel surfaces, which are separated by an isothermal, uniform steady film of 
Newtonian fluid. The theoretical and experimental results verified that surface roughness 
(asperities and cavities) helps the pressure buildup between the two surfaces, thus 
maintaining the load support that kept the surfaces from collapsing into each other.  
Tzeng and Saibel [3] utilized the stochastic approach to study the effects of one 
dimensional transverse surface roughness on a slider bearing. It was concluded that the 
load carrying capacity and the frictional forces are increased considerably when surface 
roughness is taken into account. The increase in the total load carrying capacity is more 
significant than that of friction force, which leads to a lower coefficient of friction.  
In 1969, Christensen [4] applied the stochastic concept to the problem of surface 
roughness in hydrodynamic bearing. Two different models of hydrodynamic lubrication 
in conjunction with rough bearing surfaces are developed. The first of these models are 
associated with one dimensional, longitudinal roughness. The second model applies to a 
one dimensional, transverse roughness. It was concluded that the effects of surface 
roughness on the operating characteristics of a bearing increase as the rough surface are 
brought closer together, conversely when the mean separation of the sliding surfaces is  
large compared to the roughness amplitudes, the functional effect of the latter becomes 
insignificant. The approaches used to analyze the surface roughness effect on lubrication 
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in [2][3][4] were limited to two specific types of roughness structures: one-dimensional 
ridges oriented either transversely or longitudinally.  
Patir and Cheng [5] utilized a new approach to determine the effects of surface roughness 
on partially lubricated contacts. An average Reynolds equation for rough surfaces is 
defined in terms of pressure and shear flow factors, which are functions of surface 
roughness characteristics and are obtained by numerical flow simulation. This method is 
more versatile than the earlier stochastic theories because it can be readily applied to any 
three-dimensional surface roughness structure.  
This paper was followed by another paper [6] in 1979, dealing with the application of the 
average Reynolds equation to analyze roughness effects in bearing on finite slider. The 
effects of the operating parameters as well as the roughness parameters on mean 
hydrodynamic load, mean viscous friction and mean bearing inflow were illustrated.  
After the introduction of average flow model by Patir and Cheng, the effects of 3D 
surface roughness upon lubrication have received a considerable attention. The wide 
interest in the field made many investigators to delve into the evaluation of Average flow 
model.   
Teale and Lebeck [7] showed that the choice of the grid used in the average flow model 
influences the result. Second, it is shown that the introduction of two-dimensional flow 
greatly reduces the effect of roughness on flow. 
Tripp [8], in 1983, calculated the expected values of flow factors by means of 
perturbation expansion of the pressure in a nominal parallel film.  Perturbation results 
agree well with the flow factors calculated by numerical simulation in [5] [6] until the 
surface contact becomes important. 
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Boundary conditions used in Average flow model have always been a topic of discussion 
for the researchers.  
Lunde and Tonder [9], in 1997, calculated the flow factor for an isotropic rough bearing 
and concluded that for isotropic rough surface the influence of the boundary condition is 
negligible in an interior area or the sub area. Thus the flow factors calculated on this sub 
area are nearly unaffected by the bearing part’s boundary condition.  
One of the earliest work in deterministic micro asperity lubrication was performed by 
Anno, Walowit and Allen [10][11] (micro asperity lubrication and load support) in which 
they have compared the load support and leakage performances of positive and negative 
asperities using the small tilt theory of asperity tops. They compared positive square 
asperities with negative circular asperities, both distributed in a square array. Different 
arrays (patterns) for microasperities were also used in this study such as, positive circular 
asperities in a hexagonal array. 
These studies revived the interest of the researchers in the field of development of 
fabrication technique for deterministic micro asperities and their effects on lubrication 
characteristics. 
 Etsion et al. (1999) [12] presented, and successfully used, laser surface texturing (LST) 
to enhance the hydrodynamic induced axial stiffness of mechanical seals. The LST 
technology is based on a pulsating laser beam that, by material ablation process, 
generates thousands of micro pores on one of the mating surfaces. By controlling the 
laser beam parameters it is possible to very accurately control the diameter, depth and 
area density of micro pores.  
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Kligerman and Etsion [13] showed the potential use if LST in gas seals and concluded 
that the presence of the micro pores on one of the seal mating faces generates substantial 
hydrodynamic effects.  
The classical theory of hydrodynamic lubrication yields linear (Couette) velocity 
distribution with zero pressure gradients between smooth parallel surfaces under steady 
state sliding.  Brizmer et al. [14] showed that the application of LST in parallel thrust 
bearing provide load carrying capacity similar to that provided by linear and stepped 
sliders. 
The challenges in the field of fabrication of micro deterministic asperities have always 
allured the researchers. Stephens et al [15] proposed a LIGA MEMS method for 
manufacturing the micro deterministic asperities. Using LIGA, surfaces with patterned 
micron sized surface features of arbitrary cross section can be fabricated from 
electroplated nickel. The resulting asperities can be negative (recesses) or positive 
(protuberances) and can have heights (depths) from 1-1000 microns. Tribological testing 
of these patterned surfaces showed 14-22% reduction in friction coefficient.  
Kortikar et al [16] concluded that photolithography process is a simple and convenient 
method to manufacture deterministic microasperities in mechanical seal surfaces. While 
it offers high accuracy and resolution, it has some limitations in its sequence that will 
affect the results.  
Venkatesan, Stephens [17], discussed the characterization of the fabrication errors in 
deterministic asperity fabricated by modified LIGA process, and reported them to be 
normally distributed. It was also concluded that accuracy of the manufacturing process 
for the deterministic surface features lie within 6.5%. 
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1.3 Problem Definition 
 
The classical theory of hydrodynamic lubrication does not predict any lift between 
smooth parallel surfaces under steady state sliding. This results in an unstable 
hydrodynamic film that would collapse under any external force acting normal to the 
surface. However, it has been reported in many literatures, [18] [2] that stable lubricating 
film can develop between parallel sliding surface, generally because of some mechanism. 
These mechanisms include lubricant density change, wobble and bounce, non-Newtonian 
effects and surface roughness. Of all the stated mechanism surface roughness has always 
been a field of interest for many researchers.  
Deterministic micro asperities show potential for enhancement of lubrication in many 
applications such as bearings and seals. Traditional methods to manufacture these 
deterministic micro asperities include photoetching [11] and laser surface texturing [19]. 
Recently MEMS based fabrication techniques have been developed to manufacture 
deterministic micro asperities that may either be recessed into (negative) and protruding 
up from (positive) the surface. The bearings and seals laboratory at the university of 
Kentucky has established two such manufacturing processes [15] [16]. These are 
modified forms of LIGA process and UV photolithography process. Figure 1.3 shows the 
presence of random surface roughness on (a) positive and (b) negative triangular asperity, 
manufactured by modified LIGA process on a thrust ring at University of Kentucky. 
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       Figure 1.3 (a) Fabricated triangular positive asperity with random roughness 
      Figure 1.3 (b) Fabricated triangular negative asperity with random roughness 
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The surface topography of these manufactured asperities under the advanced mechanical, 
optical or electrical probes reveals the presence of high frequency component of surface 
roughness, which is in general called as the random surface roughness. Figure 1.4, taken 
by optical profilometer, shows a three dimensional image of fabricated deterministic 
asperity inherited with random roughness. 
  
Figure 1.4 Fabricated triangular negative asperity with random roughness 
Figure 1.5 is a two dimensional profile of random roughness on the surface in between 
the deterministic surface features. This random roughness is also observed on the asperity 
(or cavities).  The statistical analysis of the random surface roughness present on the 
surface of the thrust ring featured with deterministic surface pattern reveals that this high 
frequency component has normal distribution (Gaussian), which is depicted in Figure 1.6.  
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 Figure 1.5 Two dimensional profile of random roughness. 
  
Figure 1.6 Statistical distribution of Random surface roughness on fabricated 
microasperity. 
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The directional properties of the random roughness,  an important parameter affecting the 
flow through a rough bearing, is measured in terms a Peklenik number which is defined 
as the ratio of the correlation length in x direction to the correlation length in y direction 
[20]. The statistical analysis of these random surfaces shows that the correlation length in 
x direction is approximately equal to the correlation length in y direction for these 
random asperities. Therefore the surface roughness on the thrust ring engineered with the 
deterministic surface pattern can be treated as isotropic in nature.  Figure 1.7 (a) (b) 
shows the correlation length of the random surface roughness measured in x and y 
direction. 
 
 
Figure 1.7 (a) Correlation length of random surface roughness in x direction. 
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Figure 1.7 (b) Correlation length of random surface roughness in y direction. 
 
Hydrodynamic bearings are usually assumed to have a smooth surface.  For most 
practical bearings this is a good approximation since the influence of the roughness on 
the bearing performance is negligible. Under normal operating conditions the surface 
roughness heights are small compared to the thickness of the lubrication film. However, 
when surface roughness amplitudes are of the same range as that of lubrication film 
thickness, the surface roughness effects can no longer be neglected. Siripuram, Stephens 
[21] performed a numerical study of the effects of different shapes of deterministic micro 
asperities in sliding surface hydrodynamic lubrication. The hydrodynamic lubrication 
model in [21] assumes the surface of the thrust rings and engineered deterministic surface 
patterns to be perfectly smooth. To analyze the hydrodynamic effects of these 
deterministic surface patterns more accurately, the effect of random surface roughness 
should be considered when the ratio of the nominal film thickness to the random surface 
roughness decreases.  
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This present thesis is an effort to encompass the effects of random surface roughness on 
the hydrodynamic lubrication of thrust ring engineered with deterministic surface patterns 
(positive and negative).  Since most of the available literature on microasperity 
lubrication is based on the “smooth surface” assumption, the present work extends the 
existing literature to cover the effect of random surface roughness on micro asperity 
hydrodynamic lubrication. The present work utilizes the Average flow model [5] [6], to 
assess the random surface roughness effects on micro asperity lubrication. Though the 
surface characterization of the fabricated microasperities reveals presence of isotropic 
random surface roughness, the present work covers the effect of longitudinal and 
transverse roughness as well. The load capacity, frictional force and in flow are taken into 
consideration to look at the effects of random surface roughness on hydrodynamic 
lubrication. In the present thesis an attempt is made to determine the flow factors based 
on different boundary conditions in contrast to the boundary conditions used in the earlier 
related works. Due to ambiguity in the use of correct boundary conditions, the present 
work uses the flow factors derived in [5] [6] to determine the effects of random surface 
roughness. Consequently, the results are expected to provide us the better understanding 
of the effect of microasperity lubrication. 
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Chapter 2: Surface Roughness analysis  
2.1 Introduction  
 
The accurate characterization of surface texture has become increasingly important in the 
instrument, computing, data storage, tribology, automotive and biomedical industries. 
Surface texture is a key consideration affecting a function and reliability engineering 
components. A very general typology of a solid surface is shown in Figure 2.1. Surface 
textures that are deterministic may be studied by relatively simple analytical and 
empirical methods; their detailed characterization is straightforward. However, the 
textures of most engineering surfaces are random, either isotropic or anisotropic, and 
either Gaussian or non-Gaussian. Whether the surface height distribution is isotropic or 
anisotropic and Gaussian or non-Gaussian depends upon the nature of the processing 
method. Surfaces that are formed by cumulative process (such as preening, 
electropolishing, lapping), in which the final shape of each region is the cumulative result  
Solid Surface
HomogeneousInhomogeneous
Deterministic Random
Isotropic Anisotropic
Gaussian Non Gaussian
 
Figure 2.1 General typology of a solid surface [29] 
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of large number of random discrete local events and irrespective of the distribution 
governing each individual event, will produce a cumulative effect that is governed by 
Gaussian form. It is direct consequences of the central limit theorem of statistical theory. 
Single point process (such as turning and shaping) and extreme value process (such as 
grinding and milling) generally leads to anisotropic and non-Gaussian surfaces. The 
Gaussian (normal) distribution has become one of the mainstays of surface classification. 
The vertical cross section taken through any surface, reveals the two dimensional profile 
of its three dimensional structure as shown in Figure 2.2. This is made up of number of 
different frequency components superimposed on each other. These multi-scale 
roughness features are related to the different aspect of processes that the surface has 
undergone during manufacture or forming and in turn influence the performance of the 
work piece to which it belongs.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Two dimensional profile of a vertical section 
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Since different frequency components must affect work piece performance, a traditional 
convention has developed that splits the frequency components into three different 
categories, namely roughness, waviness and form deviation [22]. 
1. Roughness represents the highest frequency (short wavelength) components of 
interest on a surface. These are the “irregularities in the surface texture, which are 
inherent in the production process”. It is not surprising that the highest frequency 
components are often random in nature.  
2. Waviness represents the next order of lower frequency (longer wavelength) 
components on the surface. The roughness is usually superimposed on the 
waviness. The waviness pattern on number of surfaces tends to be deterministic. 
3. Form refers to the longest wavelength (lowest frequency) component on a surface. 
Error of form refers to deviation from the nominal form as specified during the 
design stage. 
2.2 Surface roughness parameters 
 
Although there have been many parameters developed over many years, only few 
have received a wide spread acceptance- a selection of these is listed below [22]. 
Ra            This is the average roughness of the profile about the mean line. It represents 
the average absolute deviation of the profile points from a mean line and is perhaps 
the most widely used parameter. If z = f (x) is the profile measure from the reference 
mean line and L is the length of the profile being assessed, then Ra is defined by 
 
                                                  
0
1 L
aR z dxL
= ∫ | |                                                       (2.1) 
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Rq       This is the root mean square deviation of a profile about a mean line. This is 
statistically important parameter that is gaining acceptance for industry surface 
measurement. It is mathematically derived as 
                                               
0
1 L
qR z dxL
= ∫ 2                                                         (2.2) 
 
Rt    This is an extreme value parameter. Rt is the height difference between the 
highest and lowest point within the sampling length of a profile.  
 
Rp and Rv   These parameters are a subsets of the Rt parameter and refer to the 
distance from the mean line to the highest or the lowest point respectively, on a 
digitized profile. 
 
Rtm       This is the mean value of five successive Rt values obtained from each of the 
five sampling lengths that make up the assessment length. 
 
Rsk       This is the skewness of the roughness amplitudes distribution and is a measure 
of the (a)symmetry of the surface about the profile mean line. Many surfaces 
generated by machining processes produce near Gaussian distribution-with askewness 
value close to 0.0.  
                                               ( ) ( )
3
3
1
sk
q
R z z p z dx
R
∞
−∞
= −∫                                      (2.3) 
where p(z) is the normal (Gaussian) distribution and z is the mean value of z. Surface 
profiles with different values of skewness are shown in figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 (a) Peak height distribution (amplitude density function). 
  Figure 2.3 (b) Surface profiles having various values of the skewness. 
 
Rku   This is the kurtosis of the roughness amplitude distribution and is a measure of 
the “peakedness” of the surface asperity heights about the profile mean line. A 
surface with a high kurtosis value tends to be peaky (large number of high asperities, 
and/or deep valleys) and produce a narrow asperity distribution. Figure 2.4 shows the 
surface profiles with different values of kurtosis.  
                                               ( ) ( )
4
4
1
ku
q
R z z p z dx
R
∞
−∞
= −∫                                     (2.4) 
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Figure 2.4: Profiles with various values of the kurtosis. 
 
 2.3 Statistical Analysis    
 
The theory of random process analysis is now well established in the field of 
metrology research. Many investigators have tried to formulate statistical rules with 
which to describe the geometric properties of surfaces. Most of the statistical 
parameters of a surface can be derived from two statistical functions: the frequency 
density function and the auto correlation function (ACF). Taken together they provide 
a reasonable basis for the topographic analysis of surfaces [23]. 
2.3.1 Amplitude Probability Density Function  
 
The cumulative probability distribution function P(h) associated with the random 
variable z(x), which can take any value between -• and • or zmin and zmax , is defined 
as the probability of the event z(x) ≤ h, and is written as  
P(h) = Prob(z ≤ h) 
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With P(-•) = 0 and P(•) = 1. 
obability structure of random data in terms of the slope It is common to describe the pr
of the distribution function given by the derivative 
                                                    ( ) ( )dP zp z =                                                       (2.5) 
dz
alled the p
  
 
Figure 2.5: Normal (Gaussian) probability density function 
 
where the resulting function p(z) is c robability density function (PDF) .  
The data representing a wide collection of random physical phenomenon in practice
tend to have a Gaussian or normal probability density function, 
 
( )
( )
( )2
1/ 2 2
1 exp
22
z m
p z
σσ π
⎡ ⎤−
= −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
                                                                          (2.6) 
where σ is the standard deviation and m is the mean. Figure 2.5 depicts the normal 
probability density function. 
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2.3
 
n (ACF) is essentially a process of determining the 
file to all other points. The extent of randomness 
 
articular group of points repeats itself at a distance equal to wavelength. Conversely, 
if the profile under th m random irregularities, 
.2 Auto correlation function 
The auto correlation functio
relationship of any point on the pro
of the surface can be monitored and assessed by distinguishing random from 
repetitive textural patterns, this being achieved by auto correlation [24]. When a 
profile is perfectly periodic in nature – typified by a sine wave- the relationship of a  
  λ∗x
  λx0
  λ∗y
R(  λx,λy)
σ2
Figure 2.6: Auto correlation Function 
p
e inspection is comprised entirely fro
the precise relationship between any specific points will not occur at any position 
along the trace length, hence any repetitive feature or group of features can be 
identified. Computers equipped with the fast digital processors have significantly 
reduced the tedious task of determining a surface profile’s auto-correlation. The 
technique exploited by auto-correlation is to compare different parts of surface 
profile; in this manner profile repetitions or similarities can be discovered. 
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The height z (x,y) of a rough surface may be considered as a two dimensional random 
variable. For convenience z is measured from the mean plane of the surface. 
   
Assuming the plane to be homogeneous (statistical properties are invariant with 
respect to a translation along the surface), the auto correlation function (ACF) of a 
surface is defined as: 
 
                                     ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , ,x y x yR E z x y z x yλ λ λ= + λ+                          (2.7) 
 
 (averaging) operator and λx , λy are the
hus the correlation length of a profile can be defined as the length at which the auto 
ation 
 
 
where E is the expectancy  delay lengths. 
T
correlation function (ACF) becomes zero. Figure 2.6 shows the auto correl
function with auto correlation lengths in x and y directions.  
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Chapter 3: Review of Average Flow Model 
 1978 Cheng and Patir introduced the average flow model for investigating the effects 
dom in nature, thus 
cedure is much simpler then the former one and  
In
of surface roughness in lubrication. Since the surface roughness is ran
the pressure profile calculated by classical Reynolds equation is also a random quantity. 
The pressure profile calculation for a random rough surface based on deterministic 
approach is tedious and very time consuming. The goal of this model is to derive an 
average Reynolds equation governing expected pressure in rough bearing such that the 
equation relies on surface roughness statistics rather then specific topography. The 
average flow model is based on the concept of averaging the Reynolds equation.  
3.1 Local film thickness  
 
The surface roughness heights of a bearing can either be determined experimentally or 
generated numerically. The numerical pro
this work discusses the numerical procedure in brief. The local film thickness between 
two bearing surfaces is defined as the instantaneous gap between the two surfaces. The 
local film thickness as shown in Figure 3.1 can mathematically be written as 
                                                              1 2Th h δ δ= + +                                                  (3.1)   
where h is the nominal film thickness and is defined as the distance betwe
                            
en the mean 
are the randlevels of the two surfaces. δ1 and δ2 om surface roughness amplitudes, 
measured from their respective mean levels. Thus the combined surface roughness of the 
combination of the two surfaces is δ = δ1 + δ2, and has combined standard deviation σ = 
σ1 + σ2, where σ1 and σ2 are the individual standard deviation of the two surfaces. 
Whenever hT < 0, there occurs a contact between the two surfaces and the hT is set equal  
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hhT
contact
U1
U2
δ1
δ2
 
to zero.   The numerical proced g Gaussian amd 
on Gaussian rough surfaces having given auto correlation function. Since no restrictions 
hen H is large, the effect of surface roughness is 
Figure 3.1: Film Geometry 
 
ure derived in [25] is capable of generatin
n
are placed on the shape of the ACF, this procedure requires the solution of a system of 
non-linear equations. A simple ACF is chosen which will not require the solution of non-
linear equations. The two surfaces are assumed to have linear autocorrelation function, 
which is a reasonable approximation for the engineering surfaces. Inspection of profile 
ACFs obtained from measured profiles by Peklenik [26] shows that most of them can be 
approximated by a linear ACF.  
Nominal film thickness-roughness ratio H = h/σ shows the relative importance of surface 
roughness on bearing performance. W
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not important, and this case may be considered as the smooth film geometry. However 
when H decreases, the asperity contacts are observed and thus the roughness effects can 
no longer be neglected.  
As the film thickness Th  at the contact point is set equal to zero, the mean gap Th is 
greater then the nominal gap in the partial lubrication regime.  
ich is given by 
3.2 Average Reynolds Equation 
 
The classical Reynolds equation governs the local pressure, wh
 
                              
3 3
1 2T T T Th p h p U U h h
12 12 2x x y y x tµ µ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 
Since the local film thickness is a random quantity, the pressure distribution obtained 
y solving the above Reynolds equation is random in nature. It is always desired to find 
x ∆y which is small relative to the 
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂
+ = +                           (3.2) 
Th
b
out the mean pressure. Thus it necessitates deriving an average Reynolds equation that 
can result in expected pressure in a rough bearing.  
The average Reynolds equation is derived by considering the mean expected flow on a 
rough bearing.  A control volume with an area ∆
bearing dimension, but large enough to contain enormous asperities and asperity contacts 
is considered. The local flow in the x and y direction is given by 
                                                    
3
1 2
3
12 2
Th p U Uq h
x
h p
∂ +
= − +
∂
         
12
x T
T
yq y
µ
µ
∂
= −
∂
                               (3.3) 
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The expected (mean) unit flow in the x and y direction is obtained by averaging the flows 
lume. along the length of the control vo
( )
( )
1
1
y y
x x x
y
x x
yq E
+∆
= =y y
x
q E q q dy
y
q q dx
x
+∆
= =
∆
∆
∫
∫
                                                                                              (3.4) 
The expected flow quantities calculated over the entire control volume area with as the 
quantities such as nomi
thickness and the mean pressure by defining empirical flow factors. The expected unit 
Th
height, are related to the mean nal film thickness , mean film 
flow in terms of mean quantities is given by 
                                            
3
1 2 1 2h p U U U Uq h
12 2 2x x T sx
φ σφ∂ + −= − + +                       (3.5) 
µ ∂
3
12y y
q φ h p
yµ
∂
= −
∂
 
where p is the mean pressure and Th is the mean gap.  
The flow in the direction of motion,  consist of three terms. The first term is the flow 
due to the mean pressure gradient 
xq
p
x
∂
∂
termed as the Pouiselle flow, the second term 
additional flow transport due to sliding in a rough bearing. This term is an additional 
represents the shear flow called as Couette flow and the third term represents the 
term, which incorporates the additional flow due to the combined effect of the sliding and 
surface roughness. xφ  and yφ  are termed as the pressure flow factors in x and y directions 
respectively and can be seen as the correction factors for the mean pressure flow in a 
rough bearing. The pressure flow factors compare the mean pressure flow in a rough 
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bearing to that of sm oth b ring having the identical geometry. The correction factor in 
the third term is called as shear flow factor.  
Performing the mean flow balance on the control volume results in Average Reynolds 
equation. 
       
o ea
3 3
1h p h p U 2 1 2
12 12 2 2
sT T
x y
U h U U h
x x y y x x t
φσ
µ µ
∂∂ − ∂
+ +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
             (3.6) 
sure Flow Factors - φx and φy 
 
The pressure flow factors in the Average Reynolds equation can be identified as the 
correction factors in the pressure flow term to incorporate the effects of surface 
ans of an approach of numerical 
φ φ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ +
+ =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
3.3 Pres
roughness. The flow factors are determined by me
simulation in a micro bearing of very small area, which has a very small size relative to 
the whole lubrication area, but still large enough to include a large number of asperities. 
For a given roughness structure, the pressure flow factors on a bearing area can be 
calculated by applying a pressure gradient on the boundaries, solving for the pressure by 
numerical approach, and then comparing this flow to that of a similar smooth bearing. 
Hence, considering such bearings of different nominal gaps, the pressure flow factors can 
be obtained as a function of nominal film thickness ‘h’.  
To calculate the xφ , to make the shear flow zero, it is assumed that U1 = U2 = U, which 
refers to a pure rolling case. Applying this condition to the classical Reynolds equation, 
which is applicable locally, results in 
                                         
3 3
T T T Th p h p h hU
12 12x x y y x tµ µ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
plied to solve the above model problem: 
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ = +
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
                         (3.7) 
Following boundary conditions are ap
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                                    1.   p = pA  at x = 0                                                                (3.8) 
                                    2.   p = pB at  x = Lx                                              
                                          3. p∂
y∂
= 0 at y = 0 and y = Ly 
                                          4.  No flow at contact points. 
Since 1 2Th h δ δ= + + , 1δ  and 2δ are the functions of position on each surface, but the 
movement of the surface makes them time dependent relative to the stationary surface. 
educes to zero.  
                                                           
Thus the right hand side of the model problem equation r
T Th hU
x t
∂ ∂
+
∂ ∂
Therefore the model problem reduces to 
= 0                                                  (3.9)                               
3 3
                                                   0
1 12
T
x x yµ2
Th p h p
yµ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
                              (3.10) 
∂ ∂
The above derived equation is solved for pressure using finite difference method. The 
pressure flow factor
 
xφ is then calculated as the ratio of the expected flow in a rough 
earing to that in identical smooth bearing. b
3
0 12
12
yL
y
dy
L x
x
µ
φ
µ
⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
=
∫
                                              (3.11)                                                  
3
1 Th p
h p
x
∂⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞∂
⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
Where 
                                                          B A
x
p p p
x L
∂ −
=
∂
                                                    (3.12) 
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The xφ so obtained is the function of ghness geometry, thus xsurface rou φ  is solved 
number of times using different but statistically identical surface roughness so as to 
obtain the expected value.  
The pressure flow factor in y direction yφ is calculated in the similar fashion. For 
calculating yφ  the pressure gradient is induced in the y direction and the expected unit 
flow is calculated in y direction. Since xφ and yφ  depend on the directional properties of 
the roughness (γ), yφ  is equal to xφ value corresponding to the directional properties of 
the y profile. 
Since the flow is due to the pressure gradient only, the pressure flow factors are the 
roughness statistical parameters only. The pressure flow factors can be 
                                                       
functions of 
presented as a function of the film thickness – roughness ratio, and the surface pattern 
parameter γ of the combined roughness.  
,x x
hφ φ γ
σ
= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
                                                       (3.13) ⎛ ⎞
Since the flow factors are the functions of the directional property of the roughness, yφ is 
equal to xφ corresponding to the directional properties of the y profile. Thus the yφ can be 
expressed as  
                                                1, ,y x
h hφ γ φ
σ σ γ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
                                                 (3.14) 
Figure 3.2 shows the average xφ  values calculated by Patir 
and the directional surfaces as a function of h/σ and the surface pattern parameter γ of the 
combined roughness.  
and Cheng for the isotropic 
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Figure 3.2: Pressure flow factor for Gaussian roughness [5] 
 
Longitudinally oriented asperities (γ>1) permits only a small amount of side flow, end 
enhances the flow in the direction of flow. The increased flow in the valley overcomes 
e decrease of the flow due to the contacts, due to the proportionality of the pressure th
flow to 3Th . Hence the pressure flow is greater then the smooth bearing. As the surfaces 
surface roughness increase, which implies the partial lubrication regime, the combined 
standard deviation σ increases. A decrease in h/σ is accompanied by a large increase in 
the mean gap, which enhances the flow factor. A decrease in γ results in smaller valley 
lengths, and increased side flow, there by decreasing the main flow, which reduces the 
flow factor. 
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In case of the isotropic asperity, the main flow has to pass around the contact areas, and 
thus the local side flow is same as the main flow. This decreases the amount of main flow 
results in decrease of the flow factor in comparison to the smooth bearing. 
Transversally oriented asperities are oriented in a direction perpendicular to the direction 
of flow. Maximum resistance to the main flow is offered by the transverse roughness, 
thereby increasing the side flow, which reduces the flow factor ( xφ <1). As h/σ increases, 
ty of this 
ering a bearing in which 1 surface is moving and surface 
for all the values of γ, the flow factors approaches one i.e. smooth bearing case. 
3.4 Shear Flow Factor 
 
The third term in the right hand side of the average Reynolds equation represents the 
additional flow due to the combined effect of roughness and sliding. The necessi
term may be explained by consid
2 is stationary. Surface one moves to the right, and surface 2 moves to the left. If the 
moving surface is rough, the valleys carry the additional flow along with the surface, 
which enhances the flow. For this case the combined effect of roughness and sliding has 
positive effect. Where as if the moving surface is smooth, the valleys of the stationary 
rough surface restricts the flow, resulting in decrease of flow. For this case the combined 
effect of roughness and sliding is negative, thus Sφ is negative. Hence this additional term 
is required when the two surfaces have different surface roughness.  
The shear flow factor can be seen as the correction factor applied to the additional flow 
term so as to compensate the combined effect of the sliding and roughness. The shear 
flow factor Sφ is obtained by numerical flow simulation on the same bearing model as 
used in the calculation of pressure flow factor. Any pressure gradient is not applied at the 
boundaries, and pure sliding case is considered.  
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Applying pure sliding condition, U1 = -U2 = US/2 to the classical Reynolds equation 
applicable to the rough bearing (equation 3.2) reduces to: 
                                       
3 3
T Th p h
12 12
Tp h
x x y t⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
The pressure is obtained solving the above equation by ap
yµ µ
⎞∂ ∂
=
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
                                      (3.15) 
plying the following boundary 
conditions: 
A  at x = 0                                                              (3.16) 
                                          
                      3.
⎛ ⎞ ⎛∂ ∂ ∂
+⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
                                    1.   p = p
                                    2.   p = pA at  x = Lx    
                     p
y
∂
∂
= 0 at y = 0 and y = Ly  
                                          4. No flow at contact points 
After numerically solving for the pressure, the expected flow is obtained by averaging the 
flow over the entire bearing area. 
3 31 y x
L L
T Th p hq E
⎛ ⎞ ⎛∂
= − = −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟                         
0 0x y12 12
x
p dxdy
x L L xµ µ
⎞∂
∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∫ ∫                                (3.17) 
t, and a pure sliding case is considered, the expected 
flow can also be equated to the flow due to sliding: 
                                                      
Since there is no pressure gradien
2
S
x S
Uq σφ=                                                             (3.18) 
Therefore, Sφ is obtained by 
                                     
3
0 0
2
12
y xL L
T
x y
S
S
h p dxdy
L L x ⎟∂ ⎠∫ ∫
U
µ
φ
σ
⎛ ⎞∂
−⎜
⎝=                                              (3.19) 
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To obtain the Sφ over the possible roughness configuration, the same model problem is 
 with statistically identical roug
of 
solved number of times hness and then the expected value 
Sφ  is obtained. 
γFigure 3.3 shows the shear flow factor calculated in [5] for different values of . Similar 
to the pressure flow factors, Sφ is a function of film thickness and roughness only.  
 
However unlike 
Figure 3.3: Shear flow factor for Gaussian surface for different γ  values [5] 
 
xφ which only depends on the statistics of the combined roughness, the 
shear flow factors depend on the statistics of the individual roughness. Therefore, Sφ is 
function of h/σ, the individual standard deviation σ 1, σ2 and the surface pattern 
parameters γ1 and γ2 of the two surfaces. 
Through numerical experimentation, Sφ is found to be a linear function of (σ1/σ)
2 and 
(σ2/σ)2. As a result Sφ  can be written as  
                                   
2 2
1 2h hσ σ
1 2, ,S S Sφ γ γσ σ σ σ
= Φ − Φ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
                             (3.20) 
where is a positive function of h/σ and surface pattern parameter γ of the given 
is the shear flow factor associated with th
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎝ ⎠ ⎝
SΦ
surface. It should be noted that e individual SΦ
surface where as Sφ is the shear flow factor for the combination of the two surfaces. 
If one of the surface is smooth, the Sφ can be either positive or negative depending on if 
σ1 = 0 or σ2 = 0. With equation (3.20) it is possible to obtain Sφ for a wide range of 
combination of surfaces. If the two surfaces have statistically identical roughness with 
same σ and γ values, then Sφ is equal to zero. 
As h/σ increases Sφ approaches zero, this is a smooth bearing case. But as h/σ decreases 
Sφ  increases up to certain point, and then decreases rapidly to zero. This behavior can be 
attributed to the increasing number of contact points.  As the contact points permits no 
w, the mean flow quantity decreases which results in decrease of Sflo φ . 
3.5 Average Shear Stress 
Considering the same bearing model as considered in the previous se
 
ca s, the local shear 
stress is expressed as  
                                                    2 1
2
T
T
U U h p
h x
τ µ − ∂= ±
∂
                                              (3.21) 
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where the plus sign refers to the surface 2 (z = hT) and minus sign to surface 1 (z = 0). 
Since the local shear stress is a function of local film thickness, which is a random 
 random in nature. 
obtained by averaging over the control volume.  
quantity, the shear stress is also The expected shear stress can be 
( ) ⎟                                                    
⎠
⎜
⎝ ∂
±⎟⎟
⎠
⎜⎜
⎝
−=
x
E
h
EUU
T 2
12µτ                            (3.22) 
The mean shear stress can also be expressed in terms of the mean quantities and the 
empirical shear stress factors 
⎞⎛ ∂phT1 ⎞⎛
fsφ and fpφ . 
                                     ( )2Uτ µ 1 1
2 2fs fpT
U h phE
h x
φ φ
⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞− ⎛ ⎞ ∂
= ± ± ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
where the positive sign refers to surface 2 and negative sign refers to surface 1. 
The term
                       (3.23) 
 1
T
E
h
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
 due to the slidin
accounts for the effect of varying film thickness on the mean shear 
stress g velocity of the two surfaces. This term is given a new 
notation 1
⎛ ⎞
f
T
E
h
φ = ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
, which can be called as the correction factor to be included in the 
sliding velocity term of the mean shear stress expression. 
fpφ is the correction factor for the mean pressure flow component  of the shear stress. fpφ  
is calculated by numerical simulation using the same bearing model as used for the 
xcalculation of φ . Comparing equation (3.22) and (3.23) for no sliding condition, fpφ is 
given by 
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∂
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                                                   (3.24) 
The expected fpφ is obtain oblem number of times with different ed by solving the same pr
but statistical identical surfaces. 
 
Figure 3.4: Shear stress factor fpφ  for different values of γ[5] 
Figure 3.4 shows the fpφ values as a function of h/σ and the surface pattern parameter γ of 
bined surface roughness. All the the com fpφ values stay below one, and approach to one 
as h/σ increases. For a smooth bearing case the value of fpφ is one.  Similar to xφ , fpφ  is 
higher for longitudinal asperities, and decreases as the surface pattern becomes 
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transverse. The decre  in ase fpφ  with decrease in h/σ can be attributed to the effect of 
increase in the contact points. 
Similar to the sφ  in the average Reynolds equation, fsφ is another correction term in the 
mean shear stress expression. The shear stress factor fsφ  is the result of the combined 
effect of sliding and surface roughness on shear stress. fsφ  is calculated through 
numerical simulation using the same model bearing as used in the calculation of  sφ . 
Equating equation (3.21) and (3.22) for a pure sliding and no pressure gradient condition, 
the fsφ  can be expressed as: 
                                          0 0
2
y xL L
T
x y
fs
s
h h p dxdy
U
φ
µ
∂
= −                                                (3.25) 
Similar to other flow factors the expected value of 
L L x∂∫ ∫
fsφ  is obtained by solving the same 
problem number of times with different but statistically identical surfaces. 
Figure 3.5 shows the values as a function of h/σ for different values of surface pattern fsφ
parameter γ. fsφ has the sa f  me characteristics as that o sφ , since both are the correction 
factors incorporating the combined effects of sliding nd roughness. Similar to the  a sφ , 
through numerical experimentation fsφ  is also found to be linearly dependent on (σ1  /σ)
2
and (σ2/σ)2. Hence fsφ ca
                                  
n be written as: 
2 2h hσ σ1 2
1 2, ,fs fs fsφ γ γσ σ
⎛= Φ − Φ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟                             (3.26) 
where 
σ σ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎞
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
fsΦ is positive function of  h/σ and γ value of a given surface. 
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Figure 3.5 Shear stress factor fsφ for different values of γ [5]. 
To investigate the effect of surface roughness on shear stress on a combination of two
surfaces, consider one surface as smooth and other as rough. Considering the mean shear 
stress equation, neglecting the shear stress due to pressure flow, shear stress can be 
ritten as: 
 
w
                                                        1 f fs
U
h
τ µ φ φ⎡ ⎤= − ±⎣ ⎦                                              (3.27) 
where positive eg sign holds for surface 2 and n ative sign holds for surface 1. If the rough 
surface is moving (surface 1), and smooth surface is stationary (surface 2) equation 3.26 
results in positive fsφ .  Equation 3.27 reveals the decrease in the mean shear stress on the 
rough surface, and a corresponding increase on the smooth surface. On the other hand if 
smooth surface is moving where as rough surface is stationary, equation 3.26 results in 
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negative value of fsφ . Where as equ  an increase in the shear stress on ation 3.27 predicts
sm less of which surface is moving, the magnitude of the 
mean shear stress gh surface is always less then that of smooth surface. 
 
 
 
ooth surface. Therefore regard
 on rou
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Chapter 4: Numerical Determination of Flow Factors 
 this chapter the average flow model derived by Patir and Cheng [5] for obtaining an 
verage Reynolds equation in the presence of 3D surface roughness is used to calculate 
e flow factors. Gaussian elimination method is used to solve for the pressure solution. 
s discussed earlier the boundary conditions applied to obtain the flow factors have 
lways been a subject of discussion. In contrast to the no flow boundary condition (Patir-
ing 
conditions are used separately to calculate the flow factors. The aim is to find out the 
effect of boundary conditions on flow factors. The numerical generation of the random 
rough surface is achieved by the method derived in [25]. A brief introduction of the 
procedure for generating the random rough surface is presented here. 
4.1 Numerical Generation of Rough Surfaces 
complex. Surface 
e measurements, which 
quires an accurate relocation technique and additional software to align the profiles 
numerically.  
Randomly generating surface roughness by numerical means, however, is much simpler 
and offers certain advantages. In addition to eliminating the entire hardware requirement, 
it also eliminates the need to filter out the unwanted wavelength from a measured surface. 
In
a
th
A
a
Cheng boundary condition) at edges of the micro bearing, cyclic and long bear
 
Numerical simulation is considered to be an important tool for analyzing the effect of 
surface roughness on tribological system. Such a study would require the heights of a 
surface, which can either be measured from a rough surface or generated numerically.  
Although accurate measurement of a profile is relatively simple using any mechanical or 
optical profilometer, the measurement of a surface is more 
measurements are done by taking a number of parallel profil
re
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Furthermore any parametric study involving roughness requires surfaces with known 
statistical properties, and it is much more convenient to generate them numerically rather 
than to measure mechanically produced rough surfaces. 
A numerical procedure for randomly generating any general three dimensional surface 
roughness with prescribed statistical properties is developed in [25]. Most of the 
            
statistical parameters of a rough surface can be derived from two statistical functions: the 
frequency density function and the auto correlation function (ACF). A convenient way to 
generate surfaces with known statistical parameters would be to generate surface having 
predetermined ACF’s and frequency density function. Since most engineering surfaces 
are approximately Gaussian, the frequency density of rough heights can be assumed to be 
Gaussian.  
A simple method of generating the rough surface is discussed here. In this method a 
simple ACF is assumed, which will not require the solution of non linear equations.   
( )
*2
* *
0                                       otherwise
yx
x y
y y
λλ
λ λ
⎧ ⎫
*
1 1      
,                                          
x x
x yR
σ λ λ
λ λ λ λ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎪ ⎪⎜ ⎟− − ≤⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
= ⎨ ⎬≤
⎪ ⎪
files (i.e. the lengths at which the profile correlation function become zero) 
and λx and λy are the delay lengths. 
This ACF, which seems rather simplistic, is a reasonable approximation for modeling 
many engineering surfaces [20]. Furthermore most engineering surfaces have strong 
directional properties in the x and y direction owing to either machining process or wear. 
⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎩ ⎭
                                              (4.1) 
Where σ is the standard deviation, λx* and λy* are defined as the correlation length of the 
x and y pro
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Therefore the shapes of the profiles of ACF’s in the other directions are less critical then 
those of the x and y profiles. Apart from being easy to generate, another advantage of this 
these parameters by simple function
type of ACF is that the surface is characterized by three parameters σ, λx* and λy*, and 
most surface statistics can be obtained in terms of .  
The discrete form of the ACF is 
                             2 1 1pq
p qR
n m⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
σ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
                          p n≤  and q m≤                      (4.2) 
                             pqR  = 0                                              otherwise 
where  
                                                λx* = n*dx            λx =  p*dx                                         (4.3) 
                                                λy* = m*dy       λy = q*dy 
dx and dy are defined as the sampling interval. Choosing large n and m reveals the fine 
structure of the roughness since this means that the sampling interval is chosen as a small 
fraction of the correlation length.  The directional properties of roughness can be 
conveniently described by a surface pattern parameter γ, first introduced by Kubo and 
Peklenik [20]. It is defined as the ratio of x and y correlation lengths. 
*
*
x
y
n
m
λγ
λ
= =                                                                                                                   (4.4) 
γ can be visualized as the length to width ratio of representative asperity. A value of  γ =1 
γ = • corresponds 
e dimensional transverse and longitudinal ridges. 
corresponds to an isotropic surface, while the limiting cases γ = 0 and 
to the on
The generation of Gaussian or non Gaussian surfaces having an ACF of the above form is 
accomplished by the linear transformation 
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( ) ,1/ 2 1 1
n m
k l
Z
nm
σ ηij i k j l+ +
 chosen so that the 
roughness heights Z have desired frequency density. Choosing σ = 1 will produce 
normalized roughness amplitudes. To obtain the roughness with the desired r.m.s value, 
 
Figure 4.1: Contour plot of an isotropic surface roughness 
= =
= ∑ ∑                i=1, 2…N                      (4.5) 
                                                                                                  j=1, 2….M 
where ηij = are mutually independent identically distributed random numbers with zero 
mean and unit variance. The frequency density of the ηij should be
ij 
the roughness heights have to be multiplied by the desired r.m.s value. N and M are the 
size of the roughness amplitude matrix.  
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        Figure 4.2 Contour plots of longitudinal roughness. 
 Figure 4.3 Contour plot of transverse roughness. 
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4.2 Flow Factor Calculation Based on Two Different Boundary 
Conditions 
The average flow model proposed by Patir and Cheng is based on averaging the results of 
numerical solutions to the Reynolds equation. In this technique flow factors are defined 
hich are applied as correction term to the smooth bearing equation. While this method 
overcomes some limitations of the concepts proposed earlier to average flow model [3] 
[4], the boundary conditions used by Patir and Cheng have always been a point of
discussion for many researchers. Utilizing an approach of numerical simulation similar to 
the average flow model, Teale and Lebeck [7], Tonder [9] calculated the flow factors.
The results obtained, however, are quite different from those of Patir-Cheng. Some
esearchers suspect that the deviation in flow factors arises from the difference in 
 
w
 
 
 
r
 
boundary conditions. In the present thesis the two different boundary conditions are used 
separately to calculate the flow factors. 
4.2.1 Pressure Flow Factor  
As discussed in the review of the average flow model, the Reynolds equation applicable 
locally for a rough bearing is given by  
                                         
3 3
12 12
T T T Th p h p h hU
x x y y x tµ µ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ = +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
                         (4.6) 
The time dependence of the random roughness amplitudes reduces the above equation to 
the form 
                                                    
3 3
0
12 12
T Th p h p
x x y yµ µ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
                               (4.7) 
 
quation (4.7) isE d using 
Gaussian eliminatio n of the above 
 discretized using finite difference method, and then solve
n method described in the next section. The solutio
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equation results in the pressure distribution, which is then used to calculate the pressure 
flow factor given by 
                                                     
3
0
3
12
12
yL
T
y
dy
L x
x
h p
x
µ
φ
µ
⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
=
⎛ ⎞∂
⎜ ⎟∂
∫
                                            (4.8) 
1 h p∂⎛ ⎞
⎝ ⎠
The following “no flow” boundary condition is used by Patir- Cheng to solve for the 
pressure flow factor model.     
                                                          
P=Pa P=Pb
y
No sliding
No Flow (q =0)
Velocity
 
 
dary condition for pressure flow factor 
 boundary condition, two different boundary conditions are 
employed to determine the flow factors. A cyclic boundary condition is the most natural 
 
ity of the geometry in the direction of its application. Cyclic boundary 
erating conditions determine th
gradients at the edge of the micro-bearing to which they are applied.  They also allow for 
No Flow (qy=0)  
Figure 4.4 Patir-Cheng Boun
In contrast to the no flow
boundary condition possible to employ. The cyclic boundary condition assumes the
repeatabil
conditions let the surface and op e pressure and pressure 
side flow, which should exist since the micro-bearing simulates the behavior of a small 
region of multi-directional flow in a larger bearing, as is explained in detail by Harp and 
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Salant [26]. Figure 4.5 depicts the cyclic boundary condition used in this work t
calculate the pressure
o 
 flow factor. 
 
P=Pa P=Pb
No sliding
Velocity
Cyclic Boundary
condition
Cyclic Boundary
condition  
Figure 4.5 Cyclic Boundary condition for pressure flow factor 
The no flow boundary condition used by Patir and Cheng does not allow any side flow 
through the edges of the micro bearing, which does not model a practical situation. 
Another boundary condition that may substitute the no flow boundary condition more 
practically is the long bearing boundary condition, where the bearing dimension in the 
lateral direction is 10 times the bearing dimension in the direction of flow.  This 
condition for an example may be visualized as the case for a journal bearing.   
No
Sliding
P=Pa P=Pb
Cyclic BC  
Figure 4.6 Long Bearing Boundary condition for pressure calculation 
Cyclic BC
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4.2.2 Shear Flow Factor 
Similar to the pressure flow fact
 
or, shear flow factor is obtained through numerical 
mulation. However no pressure gradient is induced at the boundaries and the rolling 
velocity is taken as zero. As discussed earlier in the review of average flow model  for a 
pure sliding case the classical Reynolds equation  reduces to  
                                                    
si
  
3 3
12 12
T Th p h p hT
x x y yµ µ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ t∂
                                    (4.9) 
Equation (4.9) is discretized using finite difference method, and then solved for pressure 
using Gaussian elimination method. The solution of the above equation results in the 
pressure distribution, which is then used to calculate the pressure flow factor given by 
  
3
0 0                                            
2
12
x
T
S
S
h p dxdy
L L x
U
µ
φ
σ
⎛ ⎞∂
−⎜ ⎟∂
=
∫ ∫
                                      (4.10) 
Similar to the pressure flow factor model the shear flow factor model is solved for pure 
sliding case. The Patir and Cheng used the following boundary conditions for the shear 
flow factor calculation. 
 
yL L
x y ⎝ ⎠
P=Pa
No Flow (qy=0)
No Flow (qy=0)
Pure sliding P=Pa
 
Figure 4.7 Patir-Cheng Boundary condition for shear flow factor 
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As discussed in the pressure flow factor calculation, similar type of cyclic and long 
bearing boundary condition is used to calculate the shear flow factor. Figure 4.8 and 
Figure 4.9 depicts the two different boundary conditions for shear flow calculation. 
 
Cyclic Boundary
P=Pa P=Pa
Cyclic Boundary
Pure sliding
condition
condition  
 
ondition for shear flow factor Figure 4.8 Cyclic Boundary c
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Long Bearing Boundary condition for shear flow factor 
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4.3 Numerical Solution 
 
The nonlinear nature of the Reynolds equation necessitates its discretization
numerical solution. Teale and Lebeck [7] have found that the calculated results o
 for 
f the 
ow factors are related to the form, size and spacing of the grid system used while 
discretization of the Reynolds equation. Since the reason why this phenomenon is 
brought about has not been perfectly understood, the effects of the grid system need to be 
further studied.  
While determining the flow factors, the same grid system is used in the present work as 
used by Patir-Cheng to get the numerical solution of equation (4.7) and equation (4.9). 
  
fl
 
Figure 4.10 Grid system emplo ed for the Numerical solution 
In Figure s the film 
ickness nodal point which is located at the mid point of two adjacent pressure nodes. 
y
4.10 circle indicate the pressure nodal point, and square indicate
th
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On the basis of the grid system shown in Figure 4.10, Equation (4.7) and Equation (4.9) 
are descretized using central and staggered grid approach. 
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(4.11) 
Equation (4.11) can also be written as  
jijijijijijijijijijiji FpEpDpCpBpA ,,,1,,1,,,1,,1, =++++ −+−+                         (4.12) 
Where, 
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i j
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F
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+ −−=
∆
j                           jijijijiji DCBAE ,,,,, +++=  
For the numerical solution of Equation (4.7), the term at the right hand side in Equation 
(4.11) is equal to zero as the sliding velocity is zero in that case, where as for Equation 
(4.9) which is the model equation for shear flow, the right hand side holds good.  
In this thesis Gaussian elimination method is used to solve Equation (4.11) for pressure. 
One thing to notice h low ere is that cavitation effects are neglected while calculating the f
factors, as there are conflicting views on whether or not cavitation will occur. Burton 
[18], believes that at medium-high pressure cavitation voids would not nucleate in the 
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short time available. Patir [27] in his thesis put forward the complication of Reynolds 
equation with cavitation condition to calculate the flow factors. Harp and Salant [26], 
onsidered the cavitation phenomena to calculate the flow factors and their numerical 
experiments shows that cavitation effects on the flow are negligible through pressure 
flow factors φx and φy. Moreover the flow factor calculated here if used to evalua  the 
effect of surface roughness on the hydrodynamic lubrication of deterministic surface 
features on a thrust ring, it is believed that the cavitation occurs more predominantly due 
to the deterministic surface pattern rather then the random surface roughness wh
 surface features.  
With the assumption of absence of cavitation, the Gaussian elimina
 run to get the pressure distribution. This is certainly advantageous if a dense 
mesh is desired, which is generally required for true simulation of random surface 
roughness. The detail explanation of how to arrange the discretized Reynolds equation 
into matrix form AX=B can be found in Lebeck [28].  
The first step to use Gaussian Elimination to solve Equation (4.12) is to rearrange it into 
state matrix form, e mapping technique described in Lebeck [28], 
c
te
ich is 
small in comparison to the deterministic
tion procedure needs 
only one
AX=B. Using th
Equation (4.12) is rearranged into AX=B, in which A contains all the variables (A-F) of 
Equation (4.12), X contains unknown pressure P, and B contains the boundary 
conditions.  Note that A is a sparse matrix (only 1/N fraction of the matrix is non-zero, N 
being the number of unknowns).  By considering A and B as sparse matrix and vector 
respectively, the computation time can be considerably be reduced. 
In the present work the numerical experiments are carried out with 99×99 square grid for 
cyclic boundary condition and 99×1089 grid size for long bearing boundary condition. In 
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the numerical experiments, random surface with the Gaussian probability density 
function and linear auto correlation functions are numerically generated according to the 
algorithm outlined in [25]. Each surface has approximately 5 grid points over one 
correlation length for isotropic roughness, and for the longitudinal and transverse 
roughness the longer correlation length is multiple of 5. Solutions are obtained by 
averaging fifty different, but statistically similar rough surface.  
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Chapter 5: Effect of Random Surface Roughness on 
5.1 Introduction 
 
The numerical study of the effects of different shapes of deterministic microasperities in 
sliding surface lubrication in the earlier work [1] assum
Hydrodynamic Lubrication of Deterministic Asperity 
es the smooth surface 
pproximation, which is not true for thin film operating conditions where the ratio of 
ominal film thickness to roughness ratio h/σ is small. In this chapter the average flow 
odel concept introduced by Patir-Cheng [5] [6] is applied to study the effects of random 
rface roughness on the hydrodynamic lubrication of deterministic asperities. Though 
e pressure flow factors and shear flow factors with different boundary conditions are 
alculated in the present thesis, but because of the ambiguity in the correctness of 
boundary condition used for numerical determination of these flow factors, Patir and 
heng’s flow factors are used here to analyze the surface roughness effects.  
he results in this thesis are only for the hydrodynamic component of load and friction 
nd are presented as a function of Peklenik parameter (γ) and film thickness-roughness 
tio. All the results are presented in non- dimensionalized form.  
.2 Governing Equations 
ssuming a thin, Newtonian lubricant film undergoing laminar, incompressible flow and 
eglecting temperature and inertial effects, the  Average Reynolds equation governing the 
mean pressure for a rough slider bearing is given by, 
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                     (5.1) 
 
                            
xyyxx ∂∂⎠⎝ ∂∂⎠⎝ ∂∂ µµ 221212
Where, 
 U=U1 (U2=0) 
xφ and yφ are the pressure flow factors, sφ is shear flow factor defined as the correction 
flow terms for the pressure and shear flow respectively. Th is the mean gap, which can be 
approximated as h (nominal film thickness) and σ is the combined standard deviation of 
the two surfaces.  
Figure 5.1 is the schematic representation of (a) Positive triangular asperity and (b) 
negative triangular asperity. For a positive asperity, h1 is the height of the asperity where 
as it represents depth of the cavity for the negative asperity. The lubricant film thickness 
h(x,y) for positive and negative asperity is given by 
 
                 =),( yxh                                (5.2) 
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Figure 5.1 (a) Positive triangular asperity (b) Negative triangular asperity 
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Using finite difference method and staggered grid approach equation (5.1) can be 
xpressed as 
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(5.4) 
Equation (5.4) can also be expressed in terms of variables as 
                jijijijijijijijijijijiji GFpEpDpCpBpA ,,,,1,,1,,,1,,1, +=++++ −+−+                      (5.5)        
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The resulting finite difference equation (5.4) er 
ith square staggered grid. The Reynolds cavitation condition was applied by 
es of pressure to zero during each iterative process.  
is solved iteratively using successive ov
relaxation w
setting negative valu
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5.2.1 Non Dimensionalized Average Reynolds Equation 
The non- dim
 
ensionalized form of the average Reynolds equation can be expressed as  
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Where  
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xφ and yφ are the pressure flow factors and sφ is shear flow factor as defined in the 
 flow model. The pressure flow factor is the function of H and γ, where as the 
shear flow factor is the function of H, γ1, γ2, σ1/σ2 and σ2/σ2.  In the present study both the 
surfaces are assumed to have same γ value.   
5.2.2 Mean Hydrodynamic Load  
 
After obtaining the pressure distribution, the average load per unit area for one unit cell is 
 the expression 
average
calculated from
                                                    dxdyp
LxLy
w ∫ ∫=
0 0
                                                   (5.9
The non dimensionalized Hydrodynamic load can be expressed as  
Lx Ly1 ) 
2 1 1who
2
0 06
W PdXdY
ULxµ
= = ∫ ∫                          (5.10)                                      
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5.2.3 Mean Hydrodynamic friction 
 
The mean hydrodynamic shear stress as derived in Average flow model in terms of flow 
factors is given by 
                         1
2fs fpT
U hhE
h h
µτ φ
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ p
x
φ ∂= ± ±⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ∂⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
                                          (5.11) 
 
Where the plus sign refers to surf ative si  refers for surface 1 
=0). Considering one surface as smooth and other as rough, the analysis of effect of 
surface roughness may be carried over with two cases. 
oving 
(b) Smooth surface moving.  
mean h
on the moving surface (surface 1) can be expressed as  
ace 2 (z = hT) and neg gn
(z
(a) Rough surface m
Considering the shear due to pressure flow is negligible, ydrodynamic shear stress 
                                                            f fsh
Uµτ φ φ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦                                              (5.12) 
Where as mean shear stress on surface 2 is given by 
                                                         f fs
U
h
µτ φ φ⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦                                                 (5.13) 
As discussed earlier the shear stress factor fsφ is positive when moving surface is rough, 
where as it is negative when moving surface is smooth. Therefore for case (a) the mean 
hydrodynamic shear stress on rough surface is given by equation 5.12, where as mean 
hydrodynamic shear stress on smooth surface is given by equation 5.13.  Similarly for 
 of case (b), when smooth surface is moving, because of the negative sign fsφ the shear 
ooth surface (surface 1) and stationary rou
is given by Equation (5.13) and (5.12) respectively.  Therefore regardless of which 
stress on the moving sm gh surface (surface 2) 
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surface is moving the mean shear stress on the rough surface is less then the mean shear 
friction force is obtained by integrating the shear stress over the 
bearing area and is given by 
                                                       
stress on the smooth surface. 
The mean viscous 
dxdyf
Lx Ly
∫ ∫= τ                                                   (5.14) 
0 0
The dimensionless mean friction force can be expressed as  
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irection of motion is defined as  
 
5.2.4 Bearing Inflow 
In the average flow model the mean unit flow in the d
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The flow at the inlet of the bearing is calculated by integrating the mean unit flow at x=0. 
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The dimensionless inflow is defined as  
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5.2.5 Bearing Side flow 
he mean unit flow in the direction p to the motion is given by 
yyy ∂µ12
phq ∂−= φ
3
                                           (5.21) 
 
es of the bearing is calculated by integrati
at y=0 and y=Ly 
The side flow at the edg ng the mean unit flow 
∫==
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0
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                                                                                                            (5.22) 
um of the mean flows at y=0 and y=Ly. 
                 
The total side flow is the s
 
 Lyyys qqq == += 0                                                   
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The dimensionless total side flow can be expressed as 
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussion 
w Factor Results: 
s discussed earlier in chapter 4, two different boundary conditions, cyclic boundary 
boundary condition, are applied on the bearing area to 
etermine the flow factors, as apposed to the no flow boundary condition used in [5]. In 
of surface roughness on the pressure distribution, 
 
Distribution 
Figure 6.1-6.2 shows the pressure distribution for the two applied boundary conditions to 
calculate the pressure flow factor. The following pressure graphs shown here are for the 
case of isotropic surface roughness with h/σ = 2.5. As expected, the pressure distribution 
is random in nature because of the dependence of the pressure on the local film thickness 
ed in cyclic boundary 
ondition case is 99×99, where as for long bearing boundary condition it is 1089×99. The 
undary conditio
seen that for a smooth 
ould be perfectly linear and smooth with a 
pressure gradient calculated as the difference of front pressure and end pressure (P1and 
e length (L) between the front and end boundary.  
Figure 6.3 and 6.4 shows the pressure distribution for the shear flow model on an 
otropic random rough surface with cyclic boundary condition and long bearing 
ndition as shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. Shear flow simulation is done with 
one stationary rough surface and one smooth moving surface. Similar to Figure 6.2, 
6.1 Flo
 
A
condition and long bearing 
d
the following sections the effect 
pressure flow and coutte flow is discussed.  
6.1.1 Pressure 
 
which is a random quantity.  It is to be noted that the grid size us
c
pressure plot for the long bearing bo n is the plot of 50×50 pressure nodes 
only. From the classical theory of lubrication it can be very well 
bearing case this pressure distribution w
P2) divided by th
is
co
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Figure 6.4 is the pressure distribution for a square grid of 50×50 pressure nodes.  The 
extreme pressure spikes depict the region where the contact between the two surfaces 
g the pressure calculation the film thickness at 
the contact points are set equal to zero.  Therefore at the contacts there are very small 
areas with zero or nearly zero film thickness. The Reynolds equation at these contact 
regions results in very high pressure values which is not a practical in real surfaces 
because of elastic deformation of the surface under high pressure. Therefore it can be 
stated that the Average flow model is not correct in the contact regime. Because of the 
/σ > 2. 
occurs. It is to be mentioned here that durin
same reason present work concentrates only on h
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Figure 6.1 Pressure distribution for cyclic boundary condition for pressure flow 
Figure 6.2 Pressure distribution for long bearing boundary condition for pressure flow 
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Figure 6.3 Pressure distribution for cyclic boundary condition for shear flow 
Figure 6.4 Pressure distribution for long bearing boundary condition for shear flow 
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6.1.2 Pressure Flow Factor 
 
As discussed in the previous chapters the pressure flow factor is the ratio between the 
flow in a rough and a smooth bearing having the same average film thickness and the 
same average pressure gradient. Figure 6.5-6.6 shows the pressure flow factors, 
calculated on the basis of two different applied boundary conditions, as a function of film 
thickness and roughness ratio (h/σ) and the Peklenik number (γ). In the present work the 
pressure flow factors are calculated for γ =1, 3 and 1/3. The nominal film thickness is set 
equal to 1 micron and the combined standard deviation of two surfaces, σ, is set equal to 
0.1, 0.16, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. Each pressure flow factor reported here is the average of 
50 numerical results, using different but statistically identical surfaces. As expected for 
higher values of h/σ the flow factor values approaches the smooth bearing case. At higher 
values of h/σ the combined surface roughness amplitudes are much smaller then the mean 
film thickness and hence negligible surface roughness effects are observed. As expected, 
the pressure flow factor is greater than 1 for the longitudinal roughness (γ =3). This is 
because of the fact that the longitudinal surface has larger correlation length in the 
direction of flow and hence enhances the fluid flow. The longitudinally oriented contact 
points do not allow much side flow and there by increasing the main flow. As the surface 
roughness shifts from longitudinal to more isotropic or transverse roughness i.e. as the γ 
decreases, the side flow increases which results in decrease in main flow. As the surface 
becomes more transverse the resistance to main flow increases thereby decreasing the 
flow factor.  
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Figure 6.5 Pressure flow factor for cyclic boundary condition 
Figure 6.6 Pressure flow factor for long bearing boundary condition 
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6.1.3 Shear Flow Factor 
 
The shear flow factor can be seen as the correction factor applied to the additional flow 
term so as to compensate the combined effect of the sliding and roughness in average 
Reynolds equation. Figure 6.6-6.7 shows the shear flow factor calculated for surfaces 
with different directional properties employing two different boundary conditions: cyclic 
boundary condition and long bearing boundary condition.  
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Figure 6.7 Shear flow factor for γ =1, 3 and 1/3 for cyclic boundary condition 
 
Shear flow factor is represented as a function of h/σ and γ. The shear flow factor is the 
measure of the additional flow transport due to the combined effects of sliding and 
surface rough g γ i.e. it is 
maximum mum for 
ness. Therefore the shear flow factor decrease with increasin
 for transversely oriented surfaces, followed by isotropic and mini
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longitudinal surfaces. For a purely longitudinal surface the shear flow factor is zero as the 
surface heights do not vary in the direction of motion and hence no additional fluid is 
carried/restricted by the surface roughness.  
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Figure 6.8 Shear flow factor for γ =1, 3 and 1/3 for long bearing boundary condition 
 
6.1.4
 
The flow factor values reported in this paper are the average of 50 numerical simulation 
 Sensitivity and Repeatability of flow factors 
solutions, different but statistically identical surfaces. The sensitivity of the numerical 
solution over the numerically generated surface for the long bearing BC and cyclic BC is 
shown here by the scatter of the pressure flow factor for isotropic surfaces in Figure 6.9-
6.10. It is seen that the scatter is higher at lower values of h/σ; this may be attributed to 
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the high sensitivity of the flow factors over low values of h/σ or contact points. At higher 
values of h/σ the flow factor values are closely clustered. The error bar of the pressure 
flow factor values for the cyclic BC at different h/σ =2, 3.33, 5, 6.25, 10 are 0.1462, 
.1366, 0.0850, 0.0612, 0.0432 respectively. The corresponding values for the long 
bearing BC are 0.0917, 0.0502, 0.0279, 0.0251, 0.0124. It is noted that the spread of the 
pressure flow factor values is less for long bearing BC, but the mean value is higher as 
compared to the cyclic BC.       
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Figure 6.9 Scatter of Pressure flow factor for cyclic boundary condition 
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Scatter of the pressure flow factor for long bearing BC
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Figure 6.10 Scatter of Pressure flow factor for long bearing boundary condition 
Figure 6.11-6.16 shows the repeatability of the pressure flow factors for the isotropic 
surface roughness for both cyclic and long bearing boundary conditions at various values 
of h/σ = 2.5, 5, 10 . Each value of pressure flow factor presented here is the average of 50 
numerical simulation results, using different but statistically same surface. The 
repeatability is reported by the standard deviation as a percentage of mean, as presented 
in Table 1.     
Table 1: Repeatability of the Pressure flow factor represented by standard deviation 
as percentage of mean 
 
h/σ Cyclic BC Long bearing 
 (%) BC (%) 
2.5 0.5831 0.2895 
5 0.3948 0.0803 
10 0.1280 0.0277 
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Repeatability of Pressure flow factor for cyclic boundary condition at  h/σ=2.5
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Figure 6.11 Repeatability of Pressure flow factor for cyclic BC at h/σ = 2.5   
Repeatability of Pressure  flow factor for  cyclic boundary condition for h/σ=5
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Figure 6.12 Repeatability of Pressure flow factor for cyclic BC at h/σ = 5 
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Repeatability of Pressure flow factors for cyclic boundary condition at h/σ=10
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Figure 6.13 Repeatability of Pressure flow factor for cyclic BC at h/σ = 10 
Repeatability of Pressure Flow factor for long bearing boundary condition at h/σ=2.5
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Figu 2.5 re 6.14 Repeatability of Pressure flow factor for long bearing BC at h/σ = 
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Repeatability of Pressure  Flow Factor for long bearing boundary condition at h/σ=5
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Fi 5 gure 6.15 Repeatability of Pressure flow factor for long bearing BC at h/σ = 
Repeatability of Pressure flow factor for long bearing boundary condition at h/σ=10
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Figure 6.16 Repeatability of Pressure flow factor for long bearing BC at h/σ = 5 
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6.1.5 Comparison of Present Results with the Published Results 
 
The pressure flow factors calculated for isotropic surface using both cyclic boundary 
condition and long bearing boundary condition are greater then the published results in 
[5] and [9]. The deviation of our result from the published result is more prominent for 
lower h/σ values, which may be attributed to high sensitivity of the flow factors on the 
contact points.  It is observed that the contact occurs at approximately h/σ = 3 for all the 
cases.  Lunde and Tonder [9] have presented their results for the inner sub area, where as 
the results presented here are based on the whole bearing area, which may be affect the 
results.  
The percentage deviation of our results with the published results for pressure flow factor 
and shear flow factor are presented in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. Our results for 
flow  is 
less than predicted by Patir-Cheng for lower values of h/σ, where as slightly larger for 
higher values of h/σ (h/σ =10). The same observation is reported by the Lunde and 
Tonder.  Table 4-5 shows the percentage deviation in the flow factors calculated by the 
two different employed boundary conditions. The slight deviation in the results can be 
attributed to the randomness of the numerically generated surface roughness.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 factors predicts that the influence of the isotropic surface roughness on the flow
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Table 2: Percentage Deviation of Pressure flow factor with the published results for 
otropic roughness 
h/σ % Deviation from 
(cyclic BC) 
% Deviation 
Result (cyclic 
% Deviation 
Result 
BC) 
% Deviation 
Result 
BC) 
is
 
Patir Result from Tonder 
BC) 
from Patir 
(long bearing 
from Tonder 
(long bearing 
2.5 18.43 8.68 24.37 14.129 
3.33 9.90 3.8681 14.11 7.8 
5 2.3 1.225 5.08 3.98 
10 -0.663 0.345 0 1.00 
 
 
Table 3: Percentage Deviation of Shear flow factor with the published results for 
 
isotropic roughness 
h/σ % Deviation % Deviation % Deviation % Deviation from 
from Patir Result 
(cyclic BC) 
from Tonder 
Result (cyclic 
BC) 
from Patir 
Result 
(long bearing 
BC) 
Tonder Result 
(long bearing BC) 
2.5 -23 -15.03 -23.09 -15.13 
3.33 -30.36 -16.09 -30.68 -16.48 
5 -30.68 -20.78 -30.65 -20.75 
10 7.8 -10.16 6.9 -10.91 
 
 
 
 
Table 4: Percentage Difference between the Pressure flow factors calculated 
by two different applied BC 
 
h/σ % Difference in 
the results for two 
applied BC, γ=1 
% Difference in 
the results for 
two applied BC, 
γ=3 
% Difference in 
the results for 
two applied BC, 
γ=1/3 
2 4.64 -5.564 2.89 
2.5 3.29 -4.345 -1.81 
3.33 2.21 -3.03 0.48 
5 2.52 -2.9 1.95 
6.25 2.00 -2.8 1.92 
10 0.653 -1.48 1.64 
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Table 5: Percentage difference between the Shear flow factors calculated by two 
ifferent applied BC 
 
 
Differe
the resul r 
two applied BC, 
γ=1 
ff n 
the res
two applied BC, 
γ=3 
% Difference in 
r
two applied BC, 
γ=1/3 
d
h/σ % nce in 
ts fo
% Di erence i
ults for the esults for 
2 -3.25 4.04 -9.05 
2.5 -0.3255 3.27 2.35 
3.33 1.21 4.56 2.56 
5 -0.90 4.51 -0.74 
6.25 2.32 3.59 3.86 
10 -1.40 2.10 3.61 
 
 
6.2 Surf s
of Deterministic Asperity: 
 
The average flow model deri the basis o actors is a o analyze the 
effects of random surface r s on hyd amic lubrication of deterministic 
sperity. As stated earlier in the previous chapters, the flow factors calculated by Patir 
nd Cheng are used to in the present thesis. The effect of surface roughness parameters 
sed. The results presented in this chapter are for h/σ >2, as 
it is observ hat b ntact and 
therefore the elastoh ct ifficult to 
measure th ccurat ating film thickness for the mech  faces seals and rubber 
seals like lip seals because of continuous change in the su profile. Therefore it is 
hard to ascertain the operating regimes in terms of h/σ. For the lip seals usually the film 
thickness value is around 1-2.5 microns. Similar kind of value (2 microns) is used in [30].  
It is also reported in [31] that the surface roughness of the elastomer varies from 0.5-0.72 
ace Roughne s Effects on Hydrodynamic Lubrication 
ved on f flow f pplied t
oughnes rodyn
a
a
such as γ and (σ1/σ)2 are discus
ed t elow this value the
ydrodynamic effe
re is substantial su
should also be cons
rface to surface co
idered. It is really d
e a e oper anical
rface 
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microns. Whereas the average rms value of surface finish of the mating shaft of the lip 
performing the simple calculations the lip 
als are assumed to be operating between h/σ = 1.2 - 4. Previous literature reports that 
for the Mechanical fa 5 microns 
[28]. The surface rou s values of the seal face before the running in are reported to 
be 0.1 micro 8]. S nd of observation is made in where the seal faces are 
also characterized after the testing and reported tha value increase to 0.5 
microns dur runni Therefore on basis of the  results the mechanical 
ce seals are assumed to be operating between wide range of  h/σ  = 1-25.  
d 
e contour plot of numerically generated random 
roughness on a unit cell containing negative triangular asperity.  
seal can be 0.381 microns. Therefore after 
se
ce seals film thickn
ghnes
ess values can be between 0.5 and 2.
ns [2 imilar ki  [32] 
 it is t rms 
ing ng in.  the above
fa
The results presented in this chapter are only for the hydrodynamic components of loa
and friction.  Figure 6.17 shows th
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Figure 6.17 Contour plot of numerically generated isotropic random roughness on 
negative triangular asperity 
 
6.2.1 Pressure Distribution 
 
In this section the effect of surface roughness on pressure distribution are shown. Figure 
6.18 shows the pressure distribution for a perfectly smooth triangular negative asperity. 
Where as Figure 6.19 shows the pressure distribution for rough triangular asperity with 
h/σ = 1 having isotropic surface roughness. It is to be noted that pressure profile for this 
case is also smooth, same as that of smooth asperity. This is because the pressure profile 
is obtained using average Reynolds equation which uses nominal film thickness instead 
of local film thickness and the flow factors to incorporate the effects of surface 
roughness.  
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Figure 6.18 Pressure distribution for smooth negative triangular asperity 
 
 rough asperities are treated deterministically i.e. local film thickness is used in the 
essure distribution is random in nature because of the 
If
classical Reynolds equation the pr
random nature of the film thickness. Since this approach treats these rough asperities 
deterministically, this requires very large computation times. The approach used in this 
thesis is much less computationally intensive because the rough asperities are treated 
statistically. Therefore it is much faster than computations based on a deterministic 
approach, on the order of 10 times faster.   It is to be noted that for a perfectly smooth 
asperity the values of average and maximum pressure are obtained as 0.0091 and 0.0314 
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where as for rough asperity with h/σ =1 the corresponding values are 0.0151 and 0.0532.  
  
Figure 6.19 Pressure distribution for rough negative triangular asperity with h/σ=1 
Figure 6.20 shows the pressure distribution obtained by treating the rough asperities 
deterministically, i.e. local film thickness (hT) is used in the classical Reynolds equation. 
The nominal filn thickness to roughness ratio, h/σ, is taken as 3. It can be noted from the 
figure that the pressure profile is not smooth and has many bumps which are the 
reflections of random local film thickness.  
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Figure 6.20 Deterministic solution of pressure distribution for rough negative triangular 
 
asperity with h/σ=3 
 
6.2.2 Mean Hydrodynamic Load 
The effect of surface roughness on mean hydrodynamic load is analyzed by considering 
one surface as perfectly smooth and another having random roughness. As discussed in 
the previous chapter maximum Sφ effect is felt in this case. Therefore the roughness 
effects are results of effects of xφ , yφ , Sφ and average gap.  
Figure 6.21 shows the dimensionless mean hydrodynamic load for a square bearing as a 
function of H (h/σ) and γ. As expected the mean hydrodynamic load approaches to 
smooth asperity solution as h/σ increases. The surface roughness effect becomes more 
prominent as h/σ decreases.  
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Considering Equation 5.1, the term 
x
s
∂
∂φ is similar to
x
hT
∂
∂ . As negative film gradient 
generates pressure, similarly negative 
x
s
∂
∂φ would generate additional pressure. As 
discussed earlier in the previous chapter Sφ acquires negative value for smooth moving 
(σ1/ σ = 0) case where as it is positive for rough moving case (σ2/ σ = 0).  Therefore, as 
compared to no Sφ effect (both surfaces having same roughness) higher load is expected 
for smooth moving case while a decreased load is expected for rough moving case. This 
can also be explained in terms of fluid flow. A rough moving surface carries the fluid in 
its valleys and hence increases the fluid flow, thereby decreasing the load capacity. On 
the other hand for smooth moving case the stationary rough surface restricts the fluid 
flow thereby increasing the load capacity.  
variance ratio (σ1/ σ)2 and γ should nt design factors for bearings 
all film thickness.  
The above discussion and the Figure 6.21 suggest that the roughness parameters such as 
 be considered as importa
operating at sm
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Figure 6.21Mean Hydrodynamic load capacity for negative asperity with random surface 
roughness 
 
6.2.3 Mean Viscous Friction Force 
 
The effect of roughness on normalized mean viscous friction force on the moving surface 
is shown in Figure 6.22. From equation 5.16 it is clear that maximum fsφ effects is 
observed when one surface is considered smooth. Similar to Sφ , fsφ  acquires negative 
value for smooth moving case and is positive for rough moving case. In equation 5.16 
plus sign in front of fsφ stands for surface 2 and negative sign stand for 1 surface. 
Therefore for rough m case the first term acquires negative sign between oving fφ and fsφ , 
whereas for smooth moving case it is positive. Therefore regardless of which surface is 
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moving the mean viscous friction force acting on rough surface is always less then the 
mean viscous shear force acting on smooth surface.  As the mean viscous friction force 
on moving surface is mainly determined by the fsφ , the trend followed by the friction 
force is similar to that of fsφ  for different roughness.  
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surface moving and rough surface moving cases are compared against the perfectly 
 
Figure 6.22 Mean viscous friction force on moving surface for negative asperity with 
random roughness  
The effect of random surface roughness is also evaluated in terms of friction coefficient. 
For the following case only isotropic surface roughness is considered on a negative 
triangular asperity. Similar to the friction force case the friction coefficient for the smooth 
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smooth asperity case, as shown in Table 6. For obtaining the friction coefficients the 
above two quantities are calculated in the dimensionalized form. The friction coefficients 
are calculated as the ratio of viscous friction force to mean hydrodynamic load capacity 
and are given in Table 6. he coefficient of friction v T alues appear to be large but this is 
because of the fact that these values are calculated for a very small film thickness and 
very high sliding velocity. To illustrate this friction coefficient is also calculated for the 
two parallel surfaces (no asperity) having the average film thickness havg and identical 
bearing area as that of the unit cell. havg is the function of h1 and ho and calculated using 
the following equations.  
( ) ( )2 21 1avg o oh h h hδ δ= + + −                         Negative Asperity                                   (6.1) 
( )( )2 21 1avg o oh h h hδ δ= + + −                          Positive Asperity                                    (6.2) 
 
Table 6: Comparison of viscous friction coefficient for isotropic surface roughness 
 
h/σ 6 4 3 2 1 
Parallel Surfaces (Analytical) 0.5103 0.5103 0.5103 0.5103 0.5103 
Smooth Asperity (Numerical) 0.4806 0.4806 0.4806 0.4806 0.4806 
Rough Moving 0.4941 0.4728 0.4274 0.5726 0.3592 
Smooth Moving  0.6847 1.1748 1.07 0.5138 0.5725
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Table 7: Parameters used for the calculation of friction coefficient 
 
 
S.No. Parameter Unit Value 
1 h m 5e-6 1
2 ho m 6e-6 
3 havg m 6.2e-6 
4 µ reyn 29e-6 
5 U in/sec 137.7 
6 Asperity area fraction - 0.2 
7 Lx=Ly m 200e-6 
 
 
6.2.4 Mean Bearing Infl
 
Figure 6.23 shows the effect of surface roughness on bearing inflow. Similar to the 
previous cases, to show the maximum
ow 
 Sφ effect one of the surfaces is considered smooth. 
oving case increased bearing inflow is observed for all three types of 
f 
sliding and roughness. Maximum bearing inflow is observed for transverse roughness 
fo dina s b f t hat m
ca ess ou ng n  h
smooth m reased bea w ved three types of surface 
ughness as the stationary rough surface hinders the bearing inflow. As maximum 
For the rough m
roughness, which is attributed to additional flow transport due to combined effect o
llowed by isotropic and longitu l. This i ecause o he fact t  maximu  fluid is 
rried by the transverse roughn in the r gh movi  case. O the other and for 
oving case a dec ring inflo  is obser  for all 
ro
Sφ effect is observed for transverse roughness, least bearing inflow is noted for transverse 
ughness for smooth moving case.  ro
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Figure 6.23 Hydrodynamic mean inflow for negative asperity with random roughness 
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6.3 Surface Roughness Effects: Comparison between Positive 
and Negative Asperity  
 
This section compares the effect of random surface roughness on hydrodynamic 
lubrication of positive and negative asperity. It is to be noted that only isotropic random 
surface roughness is considered for the comparison. Therefore similar to negative 
asperity the mean hydrodynamic load capacity, mean viscous friction force and mean 
inflow are calculated for positive asperity with isotropic random surface roughness as 
shown in Figure 6.24, 6.25 and 6.26 respectively. The respective figures show the same 
trends as observed in case of negative asperity.  
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Figure 6.24 Mean hydrodynamic load capacity for positive asperity with isotropic 
random roughness 
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Friction Force on Rough Moving for Positive Asperity(γ=1)
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Figure 6.24 Mean viscous friction force on moving surface for positive asperity 
 
Mean Inflow for Positive Asperity (γ=1)
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Figure 6.24 Mean inflow for positive asperity with isotropic random roughness 
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For a given asperity area fraction value the effect of random surface roughness on 
positive and negative asperity is compared in terms of percentage deviation of mean 
hydrodynamic load capacity, mean viscous friction force and mean hydrodynamic inflow 
with respect to perfectly smooth asperity case. The effect of random surface roughness 
for an asperity area fraction =0.2 on positive and negative asperity are compared in figure 
6.25-6.27. It is evident from the respective figures that percentage deviation of 
hydrodynamic load capacity, mean hydrodynamic viscous force and mean inflow with 
respect to perfectly smooth asperity is greater for the negative asperity than that of 
positive asperity for a given value of film thickness and asperity area fraction. This is 
because of the fact that for the negative asperity case a larger bearing area (accept the 
cross sec or 
the positive asperity case majority of the  the unit cell has the film 
thickness of ho+h1.  
tional area of asperity) of the unit cell has the film thickness of ho, where as f
bearing area of
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 Figure 6.25 Comparison of deviation of load capacity for positive and negative asperity  
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Percentage Deviation of Friction Force on Moving Surface
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 Figure 6.26 Comparison of deviation of friction force on moving surface for positive and 
     
negative asperity
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Percentage Deviation of Mean Inflow
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Figure 6.27 Comparison of deviation of mean inflow for positive and negative asperity 
t for asperity area    As discussed above it is noted tha fraction =0.2, the effects of random 
surface roughness on negative asperity are greater than that for positive asperity. For 
lower values of asperity area fraction, negative asperity experiences greater random 
roughness effects than positive asperity. However, there exists a critical asperity area 
fraction beyond which negative asperity experiences lower random roughness effects 
when compared to their positive counterparts. This can be attributed to the fact that as the 
asperity area fraction increases for a negative asperity the bearing area of the unit cell 
having film thickness ‘ho’ decreases, where as for positive asperity the bearing area of 
the unit cell (area over the asperity) having film thickness ‘ho’ increases. Figure 6.28 
shows the cross over asperity area fraction for square asperity looking at the effect of 
random roughness on friction force on moving surface. Here square asperity is chosen so 
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as to get the maximum range for asperity area fraction. For the square asperity case the 
cross over point is at 0.53. 
Percentage deviation of Friction Force on smooth  moving surface with respect to perfectly 
smooth asperity case Vs Asperity area fraction
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Figure 6.28 Deviation of friction force on moving surface with respect to smooth asperity 
Vs asperity area fraction for a square asperity 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusion  
 
Average flow model is utilized to determine the pressure and shear flow factors. The 
dependency of flow factors on the boundary conditions is determined by applying two 
different new boundary conditions, cyclic boundary condition and long bearing boundary 
condition. Some conclusions for the determination of the flow factors are listed below.  
• The flow factors depend on nominal film thickness-roughness ratio h/σ and 
surface roughness parameter γ. As h/σ increases the pressure flow factor tends to 
1 and shear flow factor values tends to 0, which is expected values for smooth 
surfaces.  
• The flow factors are very sensitive to h/σ and γ at h/σ < 2, therefore it is 
recommended to include the elastohydrodynamic effects in the partial lubrication 
regime for more accurate calculations of flow factors. 
([9], [5]) show  factor results up to 
30 percent. 
• The repeatability of the flow factors is reported by the deviation as a percentage 
of mean. From the repeatability charts for both pressure flow factor and shear 
flow factors it can be concluded that the flow factors calculated in this paper are 
highly repeatable with repeatability between 0.02 to 0.58 %. 
• The percentage deviation of flow factors calculated in this paper from the flow 
factors reported by Lunde-Tonder [9] is less then Patir-Cheng [5] results.  
Pressure flow factors calculated using cyclic boundary condition are close to the 
• The percentage deviation of calculated flow factors from the published results 
 that the boundary conditions can affect the flow
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Lunde and Tonder results.  Therefore it is concluded that the subarea method used 
by Lunde and Tonder for calculating the flow factors can be approximated by the 
ndition. 
The average flow model concept is utilized to analyze the effects of stochastic 
(random) surface roughness on hydrodynamic lubrication of deterministic micro 
asperity. Utilizing average Reynolds equation and flow factors derived in [5], mean 
hydrodynamic load capacity, mean viscous friction force and mean inflow are 
obtained for different roughness. The following conclusions are made based on the 
present study.  
• The bearing performance largely depends on the nominal film thickness to 
roughness ratio h/σ, surface roughness parameter γ and the variance ratio Vr1= 
(σ1/σ) . Therefore in addition to the rms roughness, the surface roughness 
parameter γ and the variance ratio Vr1 must be included as new design 
parameters.  
 
smooth, this is because of the fact that an additional effects is seen due to 
shear flow factor 
bearing area with cyclic boundary co
 2
• Maximum surface roughness effects are felt when one surface is perfectly 
Sφ which results from the additional flow transport due to 
sliding in ro hen both the surfaces have same surface roughness 
there is no additional 
ugh bearing. W
effect and this case lies in between smooth surface Sφ
moving and rough surface moving case.  
• The mean viscous friction force acting on the rough surface is smaller than the 
friction force on smooth surface.  
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• For asperity area fraction of 0.2 and for a given film thickness to roughness 
ratio h/σ, the effect of surface roughness are more on negative asperity when 
compared to positive asperity.  
• There exists a cross over point in terms of asperity area fraction beyond which 
for the same asperity area fraction and film thickness to roughness ratio h/σ, 
the effect of surface roughness on positive asperity are larger than negative 
asperity.  
 
 Future Wo7.2 rk 
 
• 
bec
elas o
fac
• No avitation is considered while calculating the flow factors. Model 
y
• Ave
rou re
• Com
• CFD
obt
 
 
 
The flow factors calculated here are for h/σ>2, as the surface to surface contact 
omes more prominent in partial lubrication regime and hence the 
tohydr dynamic effects should be included to calculate more accurate flow 
tors.  
 interasperity c
ma  be improved to take into account the interasperity cavitation effects.  
rage flow model may be modified to take into account different surface 
ghness (different di ctional property) on the mating surfaces.  
parison of flow factor results needs to be verified with experimental results.  
 approach can be utilized to compare and verify the analytical results 
ained in the present work.  
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App d
A.1 Nomenclature   
 
en ix 
f = Mean hydrodynamic friction force 
F = Non-D
= Nomin
= Film thickness above the asperity 
= Asperity height 
d film thickness 
imensionalised mean hydrodynamic friction force  
al film thickness h
ho
1h
*h = Non-Dimensionalise
*
Th = Non-Dimensionalised mean gap 
Th = Mean gap 
hH
σ
=   
1
hoH
σ
=  
Lx , Ly = Dimensions of unit cell 
n,m = Dimension of matrix 
p = Local pressure  
p =Mean pressure  
P = No ure n-Dimensionalised mean press
xq = Mean inflow in sliding direction 
Qx, Qy = Non-Dimensionalised flow in x and y direction  
Velocity of surfaces 1,2 in x direction 1U , 2U = 
 100
Vr1= σ1/σ2, Vr2 =σ2/σ2  
w = Mean hydrodynamic load 
W = Non-Dimensionalised mean hydrodynamic load 
σ = Combined standard deviation of both the surfaces 
1σ , = standard deviation of roughness of surfaces 1,2 2σ
µ = Viscosity of lubricant  
γ1, γ  = Surface pattern parameter of surfaces 1,2   2
= Shear stress τ
*
τ = Non-Dimensionalised mean shear stress  
xφ , yφ = Pressure flow factors 
= Shear flow factor  sφ
fsφ , fpφ = Shear stress factor  
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A.2 MATLAB® SCRIPT FILES 
 
Ma
 
This m
 
(a) Smooth deterministic micro asperity. 
 
(b) verage flow model is used here to 
analyze the random surface roughness effects. Provision is made to incorporate the surface roughness on 
bot th the mating surfaces should have 
same directional parameter γ.  
 
Th s can be solved; others can be solved by the addition of the appropriate 
film thickness sub-routine.          
            
           Circle   -centered on the square     
              Square  -parallel and perp. to the square unit cell   
 rpendicular to x-axis (dir. of slider) 
 rallel to x-axis     
              Triangle_1 -apex is perp. to x-axis     
  -apex is parallel to x-axis (rev. pumping)   
            
All of th  within the unit cell, and all are assumed to be flat topped (steps). 
     
             
Sol ion is with a Uniform, Staggered grid using Gauss-Siedel iteration.  Full 
Sommer nolds cavitation condition (Swift-Steiber) are selectable  
          
he square array is assumed to be periodic in the x-direction (the direction of slider motion).  Therefore, 
eumann BC's are imposed (naturally) at the x-direction boundaries.      
independent (specified variables) are:        
           
            
  W         = unit load (N/m^2)      
               mu         = viscosity       
   U                 = slider speed in x-direction (m/s)    
   Nasp           =of asperities/mm^2      
                 h1       = step height (both positive & negative)    
                              delta_sq      = asperity area fraction     
                   
.2.1 Main Program  
ear all; 
 SPECIFY INPUT VARIABLES         
 
=29;        % # of node points in x-direction (must be odd)! 
=29;        % # of node points in z-direction (must be odd)! 
i=2*ni-1;       % number of height node’s in x-direction 
j=2*nj-1;                     % number of height node’s in z-direction 
lta_sq=0.2;                     % Asperity area fraction     
in Program  
-file can solve the general 2-D lubrication problem for 
 Deterministic micro asperity with random surface roughness. A
h the mating surfaces. It should be noted that the roughness on bo
e following asperity geometrie
    
            
      
             Hex_1                -apex is pe
             Hex_2  -apex is pa
             Triangle_2
e geometries are centered
ut  of the Reynolds equation 
feld, 1/2 Sommerfeld, and Rey
T
N
The 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A
 
cl
 
%
 
ni
nj
nh
nh
de
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U=137.45;        % slider velocity i
u=29.0e-6;       % fluid viscosity in
n x-direction (in/sec)   
 reyns 
;                                  % 1/2 of side length of unit cell  (inches) 
                   % pressure at outer boundary (top in z)  (psi) 
ry (bottom in z)   
(psi) 
avitation pressure (psi) 
tep height (in)              
2;                 
1=2;                   
gma1=2e-6/0.02 viation moving
gma2=3e-6/0.02 viation on y) 
 1-circ  ;2-squ p; 4 iang_p
sp_con ; 
 SPEC
ressure
y     2- For asperity with surface roughness 
 COMPUTE THE GRID PARAMETERS  
                      
x1=2*t;       % length in x dir 
    % This is the parameter that shows the width to length ratio.     
                  % i:e if the be
1); 
1); 
 node 1 
m
t=100e-6/0.0254
out=0.0; P
Pin=0.0;      % pressure at inner bounda
ini=0;        % inital guess at pressures P
Pcav=0;                     % c
1=5e-6/0.0254;                         % sh
W_d=14.4;           % desired unit load (psi) 
ho=6e-6/0.0254;                                   % initial assumed film thickness over step (in)    
e_crit=1e-6;                     % convergence criteria 
m_max=1000;       % max number of iterations  
 
% SPECIFY ROUGHNESS PARAMETERS  
 
% As stated earlier this code is valied only when both the surfaces have same directional % property 
(gamma), so to avoid any confusion only one gamma value is used which is % applicble to both the 
surfaces.  
 
n1=                           % Correlation length in X direction 
%m                         Correlation length in Z direction ( or in Y direction) 
 
si 54;   % Standard de of surface roughness on 1st surface ( ) 
si 54;   % Standard de of surface roughness on 2nd surface (stati ar
 
sigma=sqrt(sigma1^2+sigma2^2);   %Combined standard deviation of both surface 
 
%  SPECIFY CAVITATION CONDITION       
             
cav_cond=3;   % 1-Full, 2-Half, 3-Reynolds     
    
 
 
%  SPECIFY ASPERITY GEOMETRY 
       
geom_cond=2; 
  
% le are; 3-hex_per -hex_par; 5-triang_perp; 6-tr ar  
            
a d=1   % 1-positive 2-negative  
 
% IFY THE PRESSURE SOLUTION FUNCTION  
 
_solve=1;    p
% 1- For perfectly smooth asperit
 
%
   
L
Lz1=2*t;        % length in z dir 
v=Lz1/Lx1;            
                 aring is square or wide or narrow.   
 
dx1=Lx1/(ni-   % Pressure nodal separation in x-dir 
dz1=Lz1/(nj-   % Pressure nodal separation in z-dir 
x1(1)=-Lx1/2;      % x location of film thicknes at
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z1(1)=-Lz1/2    % z location of film thickness at node 1 ;   
i, 
1(ii-1)+dx1/2; 
1)+ 1/2;       %   direction  
  COMPUTE THE FILM THICKNESS FOR THE ASPERITY GEOMETRY  
 asp_cond==1,   % positive asperities 
rcle_pos_film(x1,z1,R,ho,h1); 
 end 
    [hs]=square_pos_film(x1,z1,s,ho,h1); 
 if geom_cond==3, 
 end 
_cond==4, 
  
 if geom_cond==5, 
tri_perp,ho,h1); 
if geom_cond==6, 
    
  
    [hs]= (x1,z1,R,ho,h1); 
 end 
= , 
r eg_fi 1,z1,
 
 
for ii=2:nh
x1(ii)=x  % Location of height nodes in x direction  
end 
 
for jj=2:nhj, 
   z1(jj)=z1(jj- dz       Location of height nodes in z
end 
  
  
%
   
if
    
   if geom_cond==1, 
      [hs]=ci
  
    
   if geom_cond==2, 
  
   end 
    
  
      [hs]=hex_perp_pos_film(x1,z1,a_hex_perp,ho,h1); 
  
    
   if geom
      [hs]=hex_par_pos_film(x1,z1,a_hex_par,ho,h1); 
   end 
  
  
      [hs]=triangle_perp_pos_film(x1,z1,a_
   end 
    
   
      [hs]=triangle_par_pos_film(x1,z1,a_tri_par,ho,h1); 
   end 
    
  
end 
 
 
if asp_cond==2,    % negative asperities 
  
   if geom_cond==1, 
  circle_neg_film
   end 
    
   if geom_cond==2, 
      [hs]=square_neg_film(x1,z1,s,ho,h1); 
  
    
   if geom_cond= 3
      [hs]=hex_pe p_n lm(x a_hex_perp,ho,h1); 
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   end 
    if geom_cond==4, 
    [hs]=hex_par_neg_film(x1,z1,a_hex_par,ho,h1); 
  
eom_cond==5, 
    [hs]=triangle_perp_neg_film(x1,z1,a_tri_perp,ho,h1); 
eom_cond==6, 
   [hs]=triangle_par_neg_film(x1,z1,a_tri_par,ho,h1); 
end 
s;  % Film thickness is stored as different variable. 
ax=max(max(h/sigma)); 
o_min=min(min(h/sigma)); 
ors in solve_pressure_gs1, film thickness is  
 % stored in a new variable,  its dimensionalised film thickness 
        
 dimensionalised parameters 
;                     % non dimensionalized film thickness 
hs/ho;                  % non dimensionalized film thickness 
 Film thickness (minimum: above the asperity) to roughness ratio 
Lx1/Lx1;                %  Non Dimensionalized length in x direction 
 %  Non Dimensionalized length in z direction 
/(ni-1);           % non dimensionalised nodal separation in x-dir 
Lz/(nj-1);                 % non dimensionalised nodal separation in z-dir 
ocation of film thicknes at node 1 
z/2;     % non dimensionalised z location of film thickness at node 1 
i=2:nhi, 
(ii)=x(ii-1)+dx/2;      % non dimensionalised x-locations of height node 
nd 
jj)=z(jj-1)+dz/2;              % non dimensionalised z-location of height node  
for pressure solver for smooth asperity  
    
,nhj,dx,dz,h,mu,U,Pin,Pout,Pcav,cav_cond,m_max,e_crit,h1,ho,
v);  
 
lver for a asperity with roughness. The roughness effects are taken % into account by 
  
   end 
  
   if g
  
   end 
    
   if g
   
   
    
end 
 
h=h
 
 
ratio_m
rati
 
h2=h;     % For the calculation of flow fact
             
       
% Defining some non
        
h=h/ho
hs=
hm=ho/sigma;          %
 
 
Lx=
Lz=Lz1/Lz1;                
    
dx=Lx
dz=
 
x(1)=-Lx/2;     %  non dimensionalised x l
z(1)=-L
 
 for i
      x
e
 
 for jj=2:nhj, 
     z(
 end 
  
%Call 
 
if pressure_solve==1   
[P_solve]=solve_pressure_gs(ni,nj,Pini,nhi
Lx,Lz,
end
% Call for pressure so
Flow factors. 
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if pressure_solve==2       
e_pressure_gs1(ni,nj,Pini,nhi,nhj,dx,dz,h,mu,U,Pin,P
v,cav_cond,m_max,e_crit,sigma,sigma1,sigma2,n1,m1,v,ho,h2,hm);  
 
 the non dimensionalised mean gape 
 is number of pressure itirations (But here only the error criterion is used) 
=min(min(P_solve)); 
vg=mean(mean(P_solve)) 
 Pick off the x and z coordinates for plotting! 
0; 
r ii=1:2:nhi, 
 zf(i)=z(ii);    
pacity  
si,W_tot]=load_unit_cell(ni,nj,dx,dz,Lx,Lz,P_solve) 
 pressure_solve==1      % For perfectly smooth asperity 
ent2(dx,dz,mu,U,hs,nhi,nhj,P_solve,
so
riction_force_moving_surface]=friction_coefficient1(dx,dz,mu,U,hs,nhi,nhj,phif,phifs,phifp,P_solve,W_t
all 4 boundaries of unit cell  
ure_solve==1 
  
t,Qz_in,Qz_out,dp_dz,dp_dx]=leakage_unit_cell(h1,ho,mu,U,P_solve,dx,dz,Lx,Lz,ni,nj,asp_
seif pressure_solve==2 
x_in,Qx_out,Qz_in,Qz_out,dp_dz,dp_dx]=leakage_unit_cell1(nhi,nhj,hs,phix,phiy,phis,phif,phifs,phifp,
z,h1,hm,ht); 
[P_solve,phix,phiy,phis,phifs,phif,phifp,m,H,ht]=solv
out,Pca
end
 
% H is the film thickness to roughness ratio.  
% ht is
% m
 
P_max=max(max(P_solve)) 
P_min
P_a
 
%
 
i=
fo
   i=i+1; 
  xf(i)=x(ii); 
 
end 
 
% Load ca
 
[W_p
 
% Friction Coefficient  
 
if
 
[fc_smooth_asperity,friction_force_smooth_asperity]=friction_coeffici
W_tot)  
 
elseif pressure_ lve==2    % For asperity with surface roughness 
 
[f
ot)   
end 
 
% Leakage at 
 
if press
  
[Qx_in,Qx_ou
cond); 
 
el
  
[Q
sigma,mu,U,P_solve,dx,d
 
end 
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A.2.2 Film thickn
 
function [h] = triangle_perp_neg_film(x,z,a,ho,h1) 
 
ess Model  
his m-file computes the film thickness for a hexagonal, perpendicular, negative 
 if x(ii) > 0, 
 a/2, 
 > -sqrt(3)*a/4, 
qrt(3)*a/4), 
   
   end 
a/4, 
 
%
%
  T
  asperity.  It is called from main program.  
 
nhi=max(size(x)); 
n
 
hj=max(size(z)); 
for ii=1:nhi, 
   for jj=1:nhj, 
 
  
      
    h(ii,jj)=ho; 
   
   
           if x(ii) <
              if z(jj)
                 if z(jj) < (-sqrt(3)*x(ii)+s
                    h(ii,jj)=ho+h1; 
          
          
    end 
          end 
      end 
         
      if x(ii) > -a/2, 
         if x(ii) < 0, 
            if z(jj) > -sqrt(3)*
   if z(jj) < (sqrt(3)*x(ii)+sqrt(3)*a/4), 
                  h(ii,jj)=ho+h1; 
               end 
            end 
        end 
      end 
       
   end 
end 
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A.2.3 Pressure solver for Smooth asperity  
nhj,dx,dz,h,mu,U,Pin,Pout,Pcav,cav_cond,m_max,e_cr
,h1,ho,Lx,Lz,v); 
ram to solve the Reynolds equation for  pressure using the  
Gauss_siedel method. This solves the pressure for a perfectly smooth asperity. 
% the first set of pressures 
(ii,jj,m)=Pini; 
d 
2, 
        
i-1,jj)^3); 
=1/dx^2*(h(ii+1,jj)^3); 
,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3)*1/v^2; 
(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj+1)^3)*1/v^2; 
D(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(nhi-1,jj)^3+h(ii+1,jj)^3)+1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3+h(ii,jj+1)^3)*1/v^2; 
Q(i,j)=(1/dx)*(h(ii+1,jj)-h(nhi-1,jj)); 
 elseif ii==nhi, 
     
    for jj=3:2:nhj-2, 
     j=j+1; 
     
     E(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii-1,jj)^3); 
     F(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(2,jj)^3); 
      G(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3)*1/v^2; 
      H(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj+1)^3)*1/v^2; 
      D(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii-1,jj)^3+h(2,jj)^3)+1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3+h(ii,jj+1)^3)*1/v^2; 
      Q(i,j)=(1/dx)*(h(2,jj)-h(ii-1,jj)); 
           
  end 
else 
  
  for jj=3:2:nhj-2, 
     j=j+1; 
 
function[P_solve]=solve_pressure_gs(ni,nj,Pini,nhi,
it
 
% This m-file function, is called by main prog
%
 
m=1;    
 
for ii=1:ni, 
   for jj=1:nj, 
      P
   end 
en
 
 
% Define Coefficients 
                               
i=0; 
for ii=1:2:nhi, 
    
   i=i+1; 
   j=1; 
    
   if ii==1, 
      for jj=3:2:nhj-
         j=j+1; 
  
           E(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(nh
       F(i,j)
       G(i
       H
       
       
      end    
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             E(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii-1,jj)^3); 
      F(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii+1,jj)^3);  
       G(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3)*1/v^2; 
       H(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj+1)^3)*1/v^2; 
      D(i,j)=1/d x^2*(h(ii-1,jj)^3+h(ii+1,jj)^3)+1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3+h(ii,jj+1)^3)*1/v^2; 
 
hile e>e_crit, 
nditions 
,m)=Pin; 
  P(ii,nj,m)=Pout; 
, 
    j,m); 
 
;   % non dimensionalised pressure 
=ni, 
*P(i-1,j,m)+F(i,j)*P(2,j,m); 
 (i,j)*P(i,j-1,m)+H(i,j)*P(i,j+1,m); 
 d2+Q(i,j)); 
    
   
   
(i,j)*P(i,j-1,m+1)+H(i,j)*P(i,j+1,m); 
   
=1/D(i,j)*(d1+d2-Q(i,j)); 
  end
   
   
       Q(i,j)=(1/dx)*(h(ii+1,jj)-h(ii-1,jj)); 
             
    end   
   end   
nd e
 
 
%  Solution Kernal     
                              
0; e=1.
 
w
    
 
t the boundary co%  Se
              
ii=1:ni, for 
      P(ii,1
    
 end
 
for i=1:ni, 
nj-1    for j=2:
          
               if i==1, 
             
              d1=E(i,j)*P(ni-1,j,m)+F(i,j)*P(i+1,
          
             d2=G(i,j)*P(i,j-1,m)+H(i,j)*P(i,j+1,m); 
          
  P(i,j,m+1)=1/D(i,j)*(d1+d2+Q(i,j))            
             
                elseif i=
             
                   d1=E(i,j)
          
       d2=G         
          
1+                P(i,j,m+1)=1/D(i,j)*(d
 
             else    
          
P(i+1,j,m);                  d1=E(i,j)*P(i-1,j,m+1)+F(i,j)*
          
                 d2=G
       
                 P(i,j,m+1)
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          if cav_cond==3    % Reynolds Cavitation Condition 
    
    
    
nd
r parameter  
 ppeak=max(max(P(:,:,m+1))); 
 sum1=0; 
1, 
       d1=(P(i,j,m+1)-P(i,j,m))/ppeak; 
  sum1=sum1+d1^2; 
        
=1/(( 1); 
m+1; 
  
 
ry conditions on the final iteration 
P(ii,1,m)=Pin; 
:nj, 
  Construct 1/2 Sommerfeld Solution         
d==2 
     for jj=1:nj, 
          P_solve(ii,jj)=Pcav; 
    end 
            if P(i,j,m+1)<Pcav 
                P(i,j,m+1)=Pcav; 
            en d 
         e  
        end 
   end 
 
   % Erro
 
  
  
   for i=1:ni, 
    for j=2:nj-
          
  
          
       
  
      end 
   end 
    
   e ni)*(nj-2))*sqrt(sum
    
   m=
  
    
end
 
%  Set the bounda
 
for ii=1:ni, 
   
   P(ii,nj,m)=Pout; 
end 
 
    
for ii=1:ni, 
  for jj=1
      P_solve(ii,jj)=P(ii,jj,m); 
  end 
end 
 
 
%
 
if cav_con
             for ii=1:ni, 
   
                    if P_solve(ii,jj)<Pcav 
             
                   end 
   
        end 
end 
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A.2.4. Pressure lv r r ith random surface rougso e
 
r fo  aspe ity w hness. 
e pressure distribution for the deterministic asperity with   % random 
ss. The roughness can be imparted on both the surfaces. 
 factors calculated in Average flow model (Patir-Cheng) are used here. 
,phiy,phis,phifs,phif,phifp,m,H,ht]=solve_pressure_gs1(ni,nj,Pini,nhi,nhj,dx,dz,h,mu,
x,e_crit,sigma,sigma1,sigma2,n1,m1,v,ho,h2,hm); 
     % Minimum film thickness so as to avoid the singularity of the matrix % as well it is 
 of phif ( Refer to the appendix of Patir Cheng paper % : "Application of Average 
o
r  
nhj 
,j)=h2(i,j)/sigma;   % Ratio of dimensionalised film thickness to sigma, used in   % calculation of 
3; 
istar=epsi/(3*sigma); 
i,j)<=3 
1)/epsistar)) + 1/60*(-
z(i,j)*(60+147*z(i,j)))))))); 
)*(((1-z(i,j)^2)^3)*(log((z(i,j)+1)/(z(i,j)-1))) + z(i,j)/15*(66+(z(i,j)^2)*(30*z(i,j)^2-
))); 
  if gamma==1/9 
 
  phiy(h/sigma,gamma)=phix(h/sigma,1/gamma) 
1=2.046; 
1.12; 
      a2=0.78; 
c*exp(-r*H(i,j)); 
j)=1+c1*(H(i,j)^(-r1)); 
ifp(i,j)=1-d*exp(-s*H(i,j)); 
% This subrout
surface roughne
ine calculates th
% The flo
 
w
 
 
f
U
unction[P_solve,phix
,Pin,Pout,Pcav,cav_cond,m_ma
 
epsi=sigma/100;
d in thuse e calculation
flow del........"  m
                    
gamma=n1/m1;       % Peklenik numbe
  
for i=1:nhi 
    for j=1:
 
    
flow
      H(i
 factors. 
 
z(i,j)=H(i,j)/
 
eps
 
if H(
    phif(i,j)=(35*z(i,j)/32)*(((1-z(i,j)^2)^3)*(log((z(i,j)+
55+z(i,j)*(132+z(i,j)*(345+z(i,j)*(-160+z(i,j)*(-405+
else 
    phif(i,j)=(35*z(i,j)/32
80
end 
 
    
        c=1.48;
        r=0.42; 
        c1=0.870; % Remember
        r1=1.5; 
       
        a1=
 A
  
        a3=0.03; 
       A2=1.856;  
        d=1.51; 
        s=0.52; 
        A3=14.1; 
        a4=2.45; 
        a5=2.30; 
        a6=0.10; 
         
        phix
        phiy(i,
(i,j)=1-
        ph
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         if H(i,j)>7 
           phifs1(i,j)=0;  
        else 
            phifs1(i,j)=A3*(H(i,j)^a4)*exp(-a5*H(i,j) + a6*H(i,j)^2); 
        end 
         
        if H(i,j)<=5 
          phis1(i,j)=A1*(H(i,j)^a1)*exp(-a2*H(i,j) + (a3*H(i,j)^2)); 
62; 
; 
H(i,j)>7 
  phifs1(i,j)=0; 
3*(H(i,j)^a4)*exp(-a5*H(i,j) + a6*H(i,j)^2); 
=A1*(H(i,j)^a1)*exp(-a2*H(i,j) + (a3*H(i,j)^2)); 
,j)=A2*exp(-0.25*H(i,j)); 
; 
  
        else 
            phis1(i,j)=A2*exp(-0.25*H(i,j)); 
       end  
     
    elseif gamma==1/6 
        c=1.38; 
        r=0.42; 
        c1=0.520; 
      r1=1.5;   
        A1=1.9
        a1=1.08; 
      a2=0.77;   
        a3=0.03; 
        A2=1.754; 
       d=1.51;  
        s=0.54; 
       A3=13.4;  
        a4=2.42; 
       a5=2.30;  
        a6=0.10
         
        phix(i,j)=1-c*exp(-r*H(i,j)); 
hiy(i,j)=1+c1*(H(i,j)^(-r1));         p
        phifp(i,j)=1-d*exp(-s*H(i,j)); 
         
        if 
          
        else 
(i,j)=A            phifs1
        end 
         
=5         if H(i,j)<
             phis1(i,j)
        else 
             phis1(i
        end 
     
a==1/3     elseif gamm
        c=1.18; 
        r=0.42; 
;         c1=0.225
        r1=1.5; 
        A1=1.858
1=1.01;         a
        a2=0.76; 
        a3=0.03; 
        A2=1.561; 
        d=1.47; 
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        s=0.58; 
        A3=12.3; 
        a4=2.32; 
.10; 
exp(-r*H(i,j)); 
(i,j)=1-d*exp(-s*H(i,j)); 
i,j)>7 
      phifs1(i,j)=0; 
(i,j)=A3*(H(i,j)^a4)*exp(-a5*H(i,j) + a6*H(i,j)^2); 
=5 
A1*(H(i,j)^a1)*exp(-a2*H(i,j) + (a3*H(i,j)^2)); 
j)=A2*exp(-0.25*H(i,j)); 
=1 
; 
1=0.98; 
=1.40; 
.31; 
.11; 
exp(-r*H(i,j)); 
(i,j)=1-d*exp(-s*H(i,j)); 
i,j)>7 
      phifs1(i,j)=0; 
(i,j)=A3*(H(i,j)^a4)*exp(-a5*H(i,j) + a6*H(i,j)^2); 
=5 
A1*(H(i,j)^a1)*exp(-a2*H(i,j) + (a3*H(i,j)^2)); 
2*exp(-0.25*H(i,j)); 
3 
        a5=2.30; 
        a6=0
         
        phix(i,j)=1-c*
        phiy(i,j)=1+c1*(H(i,j)^(-r1)); 
        phifp
         
        if H(
      
        else 
            phifs1
        end 
         
        if H(i,j)<
            phis1(i,j)=
        else 
            phis1(i,
        end 
     
   
elseif gamma=
 
        c=0.90; 
        r=0.56; 
        A1=1.899
        a
        a2=0.92; 
        a3=0.05; 
        A2=1.126; 
        d
        s=0.66; 
        A3=11.1; 
        a4=2
        a5=2.38; 
        a6=0
         
        phix(i,j)=1-c*
        phiy(i,j)=1-c*exp(-r*H(i,j)); 
        phifp
         
        if H(
      
        else 
            phifs1
        end 
         
        if H(i,j)<
            phis1(i,j)=
        else 
           phis1(i,j)=A
        end 
   elseif gamma==
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        c=0.225; 
; 
1=0.85; 
=0.98; 
.25; 
.18; 
(H(i,j)^(-r)); 
i,j)=1-d*exp(-s*H(i,j)); 
i,j)>7 
      phifs1(i,j)=0; 
    else 
A3*(H(i,j)^a4)*exp(-a5*H(i,j) + a6*H(i,j)^2); 
      end 
=5 
=A1*(H(i,j)^a1)*exp(-a2*H(i,j) + (a3*H(i,j)^2)); 
,j)=A2*exp(-0.25*H(i,j)); 
a==6 
1=1.290; 
2=0.388; 
0.1; 
.90; 
6=0.18; 
,j)=1-c1*exp(-r1*H(i,j)); 
          phifs1(i,j)=0; 
        r=1.5; 
        c1=1.18; 
        r1=0.42; 
        A1=1.560
        a
        a2=1.13; 
        a3=0.08; 
        A2=0.556; 
        d
        s=0.79; 
        A3=9.8; 
        a4=2
        a5=2.80; 
        a6=0
         
       phix(i,j)=1+c*
       phiy(i,j)=1-c1*exp(-r1*H(i,j)); 
       phifp(
         
        if H(
      
    
            phifs1(i,j)=
  
         
        if H(i,j)<
             phis1(i,j)
        else 
             phis1(i
        end 
     
    elseif gamm
 
        c=0.520; 
        r=1.5; 
        c1=1.38; 
        r1=0.42; 
        A
        a1=0.62; 
        a2=1.09; 
        a3=0.08; 
        A
        d=0.97; 
        s=0.91; 
        A3=1
        a4=2.25; 
        a5=2
        a
         
       phix(i,j)=1+c*(H(i,j)^(-r)); 
       phiy(i
       phifp(i,j)=1-d*exp(-s*H(i,j)); 
         
        if H(i,j)>7 
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        else 
           phifs1(i,j)=A3*(H(i,j)^a4)*exp(-a5*H(i,j) + a6*H(i,j)^2); 
1*(H(i,j)^a1)*exp(-a2*H(i,j) + (a3*H(i,j)^2)); 
2*exp(-0.25*H(i,j)); 
a==9 
=0.42; 
3=0.08; 
.15; 
5=2.97; 
,j)=1+c*(H(i,j)^(-r)); 
i,j)=1-d*exp(-s*H(i,j)); 
   
          phifs1(i,j)=0; 
1(i,j)=A3*(H(i,j)^a4)*exp(-a5*H(i,j) + a6*H(i,j)^2); 
j)=A1*(H(i,j)^a1)*exp(-a2*H(i,j) + (a3*H(i,j)^2)); 
j)=A2*exp(-0.25*H(i,j)); 
culation of the combined phis and phifs for both the surfaces, keep in mind that 1 st % surface is 
                    
r j=1:nhj 
gma1/sigma)^2*phis1(i,j))-((sigma2/sigma)^2*phis1(i,j));    
a1/sigma)^2*phifs1(i,j))-((sigma2/sigma)^2*phifs1(i,j)); 
        end 
         
        if H(i,j)<=5 
           phis1(i,j)=A
        else 
           phis1(i,j)=A
        end 
     
    elseif gamm
 
        c=0.870; 
        r=1.5; 
        c1=1.48; 
        r1
        A1=1.011; 
        a1=0.54; 
        a2=1.07; 
        a
        A2=0.295; 
        d=0.73; 
        s=0.91; 
        A3=8.7; 
        a4=2
        a
        a6=0.18; 
         
       phix(i
       phiy(i,j)=1-c1*exp(-r1*H(i,j)); 
       phifp(
      
        if H(i,j)>7 
  
        else 
            phifs
        end 
         
        if H(i,j)<=5 
            phis1(i,
        else 
            phis1(i,
        end 
    end 
     
end 
end 
 
 
% Cal
moving. 
                                                          
for i=1:nhi 
        fo
           phis(i,j)=((si
           phifs(i,j)=((sigm
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       end 
end 
 
% ht1 is the mean gap, which is greater then the nominal gap in contact regime 
 the nominal film thickness in the H>3 region 
i 
H(i,j)>=3 
          ht1(i,j)=h2(i,j); 
              ht1(i,j)=(3*sigma/256)*(35+z(i,j)*(128+z(i,j)*(140+z(i,j)^2*(-70+z(i,j)^2*(28-5*z(i,j)^2))))); 
n dimensionalised mean gap 
  % the first set of pressures 
Pini; 
ficients                               
1; 
 
1; 
dx^2)*(h(nhi-1,jj)^3)*phix(nhi-1,jj); 
(i,j)=1/(dz^2)*(h(ii,jj-1)^3)*phiy(ii,jj-1)*1/(v^2);    % phiy is the flow factor in % the direction 
hich is z here.    
(i,j)=1/(dz^2)*(h(ii,jj+1)^3)*phiy(ii,jj+1)*1/(v^2); 
D(i,j)=E(i,j)+F(i,j)+G(i,j)+H(i,j); 
 Q(i,j)=(1/dx)*(ht(ii+1,jj)-ht(nhi-1,jj)); 
S(i,j)=(1/hm)*(1/dx)*(phis(ii+1,jj)-phis(nhi-1,jj)); 
nd    
     
 elseif ii==nhi, 
3:2:nhj-2, 
dx^2)*(h(ii-1,jj)^3)*phix(ii-1,jj); 
 % and is equal to
 
 for i=1:nh
        for j=1:nhj 
             if 
      
             else 
  
            end 
       end 
 end 
 
ht=ht1/ho;  % no
 
 
m=1;  
for ii=1:ni, 
   for jj=1:nj, 
      P(ii,jj,m)=
   end 
end 
 
% Define Coef
 
i=0; 
for ii=1:2:nhi, 
    
   i=i+
   j=1; 
    
   if ii==1,
      for jj=3:2:nhj-2, 
         j=j+
          
       E(i,j)=1/(
       F(i,j)=1/(dx^2)*(h(ii+1,jj)^3)*phix(ii+1,jj); 
       G
%perpendicular to the direction of flow, w
       H
       
      
        Q
      e
  
  
       
      for jj=
       j=j+1; 
       
       E(i,j)=(1/
       F(i,j)=(1/dx^2)*(h(2,jj)^3)*phix(2,jj); 
       G(i,j)=(1/dz^2)*(h(ii,jj-1)^3)*phiy(ii,jj-1)*1/(v^2); 
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       H(i,j)=(1/dz^2)*(h(ii,jj+1)^3)*phiy(ii,jj+1)*1/(v^2); 
D(i,j)=E(i,j)+F(i,j)+G(i,j)+H(i,j); 
     Q(i,j)=(1/dx)*(ht(2,jj)-ht(ii-1,jj)); 
    end 
 
1; 
j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii-1,jj)^3)*phix(ii-1,jj); 
     F(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii+1,jj)^3)*phix(ii+1,jj); 
    G(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3)*phiy(ii,jj-1)*1/(v^2); 
     H(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj+1)^3)*phiy(ii,jj+1)*1/(v^2); 
     Q(i,j)=(1/dx)*(ht(ii+1,jj)-ht(ii-1,jj)); 
      QS(i,j)=(1/hm)*(1/dx)*(phis(ii+1,jj)-phis(ii-1,jj)); 
olution Kernal      
                          
 e>e_crit, 
e boundary conditions     
for ii=1:ni, 
(ii,1,m)=Pin; 
Pout; 
    
    (i+1,j,m); 
           P(i,j,m+1)=1/D(i,j)*(d1+d2+Q(i,j)+QS(i,j)); 
ni, 
  d *P(i-1,j,m)+F(i,j)*P(2,j,m); 
 
 
       
  
        QS(i,j)=(1/hm)*(1/dx)*(phis(2,jj)-phis(ii-1,jj)); 
             
  
 
 else 
    
      for jj=3:2:nhj-2,
             j=j+
       
            E(i,
       
       
  
       D(i,j)=E(i,j)+F(i,j)+G(i,j)+H(i,j); 
  
  
             
      end 
   end    
end 
 
%   S
  
e=1.0; 
 
while
    
 
%  Set th
          
 
       P
       P(ii,nj,m)=
 end 
 
 for i=1:ni, 
       for j=2:nj-1, 
          
                  if i==1, 
          
                  d1=E(i,j)*P(ni-1,j,m)+F(i,j)*P
          
                   d2=G(i,j)*P(i,j-1,m)+H(i,j)*P(i,j+1,m); 
          
         
             
         elseif i==
             
          1=E(i,j)
          
         d2=G(i,j)*P(i,j-1,m)+H(i,j)*P(i,j+1,m); 
          
         P(i,j,m+1)=1/D(i,j)*(d1+d2+Q(i,j)+QS(i,j)); 
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        e     els
   
d2=G(i,j)*P(i,j-1,m+1)+H(i,j)*P(i,j+1,m); 
        
D(i,j)*(d1+d2-Q(i,j)-QS(i,j)); 
   
  end
   
f cav_cond==3    % Reynolds Cavitation Condition 
   
  if
   
  e
nd
rror parameter  
m+1))); 
1:ni, 
  for j=2:nj-1, 
         d1=(P(i,j,m+1)-P(i,j,m))/ppeak; 
        
rt(sum1); 
  
boundary conditions on the final iteration 
:ni, 
P(ii,nj,m)=Pout; 
:nj, 
          
            d1=E(i,j)*P(i-1,j,m+1)+F(i,j)*P(i+1,j,m); 
          
          
  
          P(i,j,m+1)=1/
       
           
          
         i
                    
           P(i,j,m+1)<Pcav 
            P(i,j,m+1)=Pcav; 
          nd 
         e  
          
      end 
   end 
 
 
   % e
 
   ppeak=max(max(P(:,:,
   sum1=0; 
   for i=
  
          
       
  
                sum1=sum1+d1^2; 
          
           end 
   end 
    
   e=1/((ni)*(nj-2))*sq
  
   m=m+1; 
       
end 
 
%  Set the 
 
for ii=1
   P(ii,1,m)=Pin; 
   
end 
 
for ii=1:ni, 
  for jj=1
      P_solve(ii,jj)=P(ii,jj,m); 
  end 
end 
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% Construct 1/2 Sommerfeld Solution         
d==2 
jj=1:nj, 
 P_solve(ii,jj)=Pcav; 
e
 
if cav_con
   for ii=1:ni, 
      for 
           if P_solve(ii,jj)<Pcav 
             
           nd 
       end 
   end 
end 
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A.2.5 Load Capacity of Unit cell  
W_tot]=load_unit_cell(ni,nj,dx,dz,Lx,Lz,P_solve) 
1; 
j-2; 
r i=1:ni, 
sum_j(i)=P_solve(i,1)+P_solve(i,nj); % sum the first and last term 
  
             for jj=2:2:nj_even,   % add in the even terms 
               sum_j(i)=sum_j(i)+4*P_solve(i,jj); 
            end 
  
             for jj=3:2:nj_odd,    % add in the odd terms 
               sum_j(i)=sum_j(i)+2*P_solve(i,jj); 
             end 
nd 
m_tot=sum_j(1)+sum_j(ni);   % sum the first and last term 
r ii=2:2:ni_even,     % add in the even terms 
 sum_tot=sum_tot+4*sum_j(ii); 
nd 
r ii=3:2:ni_odd,      % add in the odd terms 
 sum_tot=sum_tot+2*sum_j(ii); 
nd 
 Compute the load capacity using the summation     
_tot=(dx/3)*(dz/3)*sum_tot; 
_psi=W_tot/(Lx*Lz); 
 Load calculated by trpaz command. It gives the same result as 
 calculated by the above code. This is just for the check 
_psi_trap=trapz(trapz(P_solve.*dx).*dz)/(Lx*Lz); 
 
function [W_
 
psi,
 
ni_even=ni-1; 
ni_odd=ni-
nj_even=nj-
2; 
nj_odd
 
=n
 
fo
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
e
 
su
 
fo
  
e
 
fo
  
e
 
%
 
W
 
W
 
%
%
 
W
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A.2.6 Friction force on Smooth asperity  
oefficient2(dx,dz,mu,U,hs,nhi,nhj,
_solve,W_tot) 
is called by main program.This m-file calculates the friction coefficient and friction force  
ly smooth asperities at z=0 (which is moving surface). 
force and friction coefficient may be formulated as per the 
ss=hs(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
[dp_dz,dp_dx]=gradient(P_solve,dz,dx); 
r i=1:l
or j=1:length(P_solve) 
)+ 3*hss(i,j)*d dx(i,j);
ity=trapz(trapz( u_smoo h.*(dx)
ooth_asperity=friction_force_smooth_asperity/W_tot; 
 
 
function[fc_smooth_asperity,friction_force_smooth_asperity]=friction_c
P
 
%  This m-file 
for the perfect
% The friction 
% condition 
 
h
 
fo ength(P_solve) 
    f
        tau_smooth(i,j)=1/hss(i,j p_  
    end 
end 
 
friction_force_smooth_asper ta t ).*(dz)); 
 
 
fc_sm
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A.2.7 Friction force on moving surface for a rough asperity. 
iction force and %friction coefficient 
  It has to be noted that the 
ce experienced by the rough surface and % smooth surface would be different. 
hiff=phif(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
:nhj); 
solve,dz,dx); 
ion force on moving surface. 
rface 1 is considered as moving (z=0). The expression can be modified as per the %conditions. 
  for j=1:length(P_solve) 
    tau_moving_surface(i,j)=((phiff(i,j)-phifss(i,j))/hss(i,j))+ 3*phifpp(i,j)*hss(i,j)*dp_dx(i,j);     
nd 
ction_force_moving_surface=trapz(trapz(tau_moving_surface.*(dx)).*(dz));  
 
function[friction_force_moving_surface]=friction_coefficient1(dx,dz,mu,U,hs,nhi,nhj,phif,phifs,phifp,P_so
lve,W_tot) 
 
 
%  This m-file is called by main program. This m-file calculates the fr
on the moving surface of asperity with random surface roughness %effect.
fricitional for
 
hss=hs(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
p
phifss=phifs(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
phifpp=phifp(1:2:nhi,1:2
[dp_dz,dp_dx]=gradient(P_
 
% Frict
% Su
 
for i=1:length(P_solve) 
  
  
    end 
e
 
fri
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A 2.8 Flow at the boundaries for perfectly smooth asperity. 
 
function[Qx_in,Qx_out,Qz_in,Qz_out,dp_dz,dp_dx]=leakage_unit_cell(h1,ho,mu,U,P_solve,dx,dz,Lx,Lz,n
i,nj,asp_cond) 
 This m-file is called by main program. It computes leakage through the following  %surfaces:            
     Qz_in:  total flow (in^3/s) through the z=+Lz/2 surface (Phigh) 
w (in^3/s) through the z=-Lz/2 surface (Plow)  
        
         
e,dz,dx); 
j_even=nj-1; 
2  Boundary  
m_odd=0; 
r i=2:2:ni_even, 
 sum_even=sum_even+4*dp_dz(i,nj); 
nd 
r i=3:2:ni_odd, 
 sum_odd=sum_odd+2*dp_dz(i,nj); 
nd 
mda=dx/3*(dp_dz(1,nj)+dp_dz(ni,nj)+sum_odd+sum_even); 
 asp_cond==1, 
 Qz_in=-((h1+ho)/ho)^3*lamda; 
lseif asp_cond==2, 
 Qz_in=-(ho/ho)^3*lamda; 
nd 
  For z=-Lz/2  Boundary  
m_odd=0; 
m_even=0; 
r i=2:2:ni_even, 
 sum_even=sum_even+4*dp_dz(i,1); 
nd 
r i=3:2:ni_odd, 
 
%
            
%     Qx_in:   total flow (in^3/s) through the x=-Lx/2 surface         
%     Qx_out:  total flow (in^3/s) through the x=+Lx/2 surface       
%
%     Qz_out: total flo
    
    
 [dp_dz,dp_dx]=gradient(P_solv
       
 
ni_even=ni-1; 
ni_odd=ni-2; 
n
nj_odd=nj-2; 
 
 
%  For z=+Lz/
 
su
sum_even=0; 
 
fo
  
e
 
fo
  
e
 
la
 
if
  
e
  
e
 
 
 
%
 
su
su
 
fo
  
e
 
fo
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   sum_odd=sum_odd+2*dp_dz(i,1); 
nd e
 
lamda=dx/3*(dp_dz(1,1)+dp_dz(ni,1)+sum_odd+sum_even); 
 
if asp_cond==1, 
   Qz_out=-((h1+ho)/ho)^3*lamda; 
elseif asp_cond==2, 
   Qz_out=-(ho/ )^3*lamda; ho
even=0; 
en, 
_even+4*dp_dx(ni,j); 
r j=3:2:ni_odd, 
dx(ni,j); 
p_dx(1,1)+dp_dx(1,nj)+sum_odd+sum_even); 
_out_2=(h1+ho)/ho; 
 asp_cond==2, 
o; 
r x=-Lx/2  Boundary  
m_odd=0; 
ven, 
_even+4*dp_dx(1,j); 
x(1,1)+dp_dx(1,nj)+sum_odd+sum_even); 
end 
 
 
%  For x=+Lx/2  Boundary  
 
d=0; sum_od
m_su
 
for j=2:2:ni_ev
   sum_even=sum
end 
 
fo
   sum_odd=sum_odd+2*dp_
nd e
 
lamda=dz/3*(d
 
if asp_cond==1, 
   Qx_out_1=-((h1+ho)/ho)^3*lamda; 
    
  Qx 
    
   Qx_out=Qx_out_1+Qx_out_2; 
    
lseife
   Qx_out_1=-(ho/ho)^3*lamda; 
    
   Qx_out_2=ho/h
    
Qx_out_2;    Qx_out=Qx_out_1+
end 
 
  Fo%
 
su
sum_even=0; 
 
for j=2:2:ni_e
   sum_even=sum
nd e
 
for j=3:2:ni_odd, 
_odd=sum_odd+2*dp_dx(1,j);    sum
nd e
 
lamda=dz/3*(dp_d
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if asp_cond==1, 
 Qx_in_1=-((h1+ho)/ho)^3*lamda; 
 Qx_in_2=(ho+h1)/ho; 
; 
 Qx_in_2=(ho/ho); 
  
 
nd 
  
    
  
    
   Qx_in=Qx_in_1+Qx_in_2; 
elseif asp_cond==2, 
   Qx_in_1=-(ho/ho)^3 *lamda
    
  
  
   Qx_in=Qx_in_1+Qx_in_2;
e
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A.2.9 Flow at the boundaries for asperity with random surface 
z_in,Qz_out,dp_dz,dp_dx]=leakage_unit_cell1(nhi,nhj,hs,phix,phiy,phis,phif,phif
ve,dx,dz,h1,hm,ht) 
main program. It computes leakage through the following surfaces:            
        
        
l flow (in^3/s) through the x=-Lx/2 surface    
n^3/s) through the x=+Lx/2 surface       
3/s) through the z=+Lz/2 surface (Phigh)% 
n^3/s) through the z=-Lz/2 surface (Plow) % 
            
            
ss=hs(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
tt=ht(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
hixx=phix(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
hiyy=phiy(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
hiss=phis(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
hiff=phif(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
hifss=phifs(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
hifpp=phifp(1:2:nhi,1:2:nhj); 
dz,dp_dx]=gradient(P_solve,dz,dx); 
r i=1:length(P_solve) 
  for j=1:length(P_solve) 
     Qx(i,j)=(-phixx(i,j)*hss(i,j)^3*dp_dx(i,j))+ htt(i,j)+ phiss(i,j)/hm; 
     Qz(i,j)=(-phiyy(i,j)*hss(i,j)^3*dp_dz(i,j)); 
     couette_flow_x(i,j)=(-phixx(i,j)*hss(i,j)^3*dp_dx(i,j)); 
     shear_flow_x(i,j)=htt(i,j); 
     additional_flow_x(i,j)=phiss(i,j)/hm; 
  end 
nd 
x_in_1=trapz(couette_flow_x(1,:).*dz); 
x_in_2=trapz(shear_flow_x(1,:).*dz); 
x_in_3=trapz(additional_flow_x(1,:).*dz); 
x_out_1=trapz(couette_flow_x(length(Qx),:).*dz); 
x_out_2=trapz(shear_flow_x(length(Qx),:).*dz); 
x_out_3=trapz(additional_flow_x(length(Qx),:).*dz); 
x_in_tot=Qx_in_1+Qx_in_2+Qx_in_3; 
x_out_tot=Qx_out_1+Qx_out_2+Qx_out_3; 
x_in= trapz(Qx(1,:).*dz); 
x_out=trapz(Qx(length(Qx),:).*dz); 
z_in=trapz(Qz(:,1).*dx); 
z_out=trapz(Qz(:,length(Qx)).*dx); 
roughness. 
 
function[Qx_in,Qx_out,Q
ifp,sigma,mu,U,P_sols,ph
 
d by the % This m-file is calle
%    
    
%     Qx_in:   tota
   Qx_out:  total flow (i%  
%     Qz_in:  total flow (in^
Qz_out: total flow (i%     
%
 
 
h
h
p
p
p
p
p
p
[dp_
 
fo
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
e
 
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
 
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
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A.2.10. Flow Factor Calculation  
 
his code calculaT tes the flow factor based on Average flow model developed by Patir and cheng for 2-D 
the boundaries instead of no flow boundary condition. The 
 size in z-direction for film thickness   
 z direction  
 BC : If Boundary condition used is cyclic : BC=1 
dary condition used Long bearing : BC=2 
ctor, which decides which flow factor has  
tor=1 (Pressure flow factor),factor=2 (Shear flow factor) 
r pressure flow factor 
 calculation U is not zero.                     
2 
0;                    % Pressure boundary conditions at z=0. For Pressure flow factor calculation 
nduced, while for shear flow factor calculation no  pressure  
Lz 
n terms of node number  
n length in terms of node number  
, which shows the nature of surface roughness.                     
                   
                   
gma1=1.0e-6;     % standard deviation of random asperity on surface 1, m 
gma2=0e-6;        % standard deviation of random asperity on surface 2, m 
Hydrodynamic Lubrication of rough surfaces with Full Sommerfeld condition. To solve the Reynolds 
equation for pressure Gaussian Elimination method is used. Cyclic boundary conditions and long bearing 
oundary conditions are used separately at b
rough surface is generated using the method proposed by Patir and Cheng. The flow factors are averaged 
over 50 numerical solutions. 
 
 
clear all; 
 
tic, 
 
% Part I: Defining parameters and boundary condition  -- INPUTS 
 
Nz=99;                   % grid
 
Lz=1000e-6;          % length in
 
BC=2;                    % Specify
n                               % If Bou
 
 
factor=2                  % Input the value of fa
                               % to be calculated. fac 
    
     
Pc=0;                      % cavitation pressure, Pa 
 
U=14.5;                  % surface velocity in x-direction, m/s. Fo
on U=0, while for shear flow factor                               % calculati
 
0.039;         % lubricant viscosity, N/mmium=
 
in=P
                               % Pressure gradient is i
%gradient is induced, i.e. Pin=Pex. 
                     
Pex=1e5;            % Pressure boundary conditions at z=
 
 
% Input Surface roughness Parameters   
 
n=5;             % n is the auto correlation length i
n                     % in X directio
m=5;            % m is the auto correlatio
n                     % in Y directio
                     
amma=n/m;          % Peklenik numberg
  
  
si
si
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sigma=sqrt((sigma1)^2 + (sigma2)^2);     
 Combined Standard deviation of both surfaces,%  m 
 INPUT ENDS 
 
x=Nz; 
ing BC, this is done so as to make dX=dZ  
n 
               
esh 
op for different nominal film thickness, but here only one  %                                         
kkk<=50,         % loop for 50 samples 
 
epsi=sigma/100; 
 
% Part II: Defining Film Thickness  
 
h1=5e-6;%:1e-6:8e-6; 
 
%
 
 BC==1if
    N
  Lx=Lz;   
end 
 
if BC==2 
  Nx=Nz*11;   
    Lx=Lz*(Nx-1)/(Nz-1);    % For long bear
nd      e
 
n Nxp = ((Nx-1)/2)+1;         % node # in x direction for pressure distributio
zp = ((Nz-1)/2)+1;          % node # in z direction for pressure distributioN
 
Ntotal=Nxp*(Nzp-2);      % total number of nodes for calculation 
                                        % (excluding boundary nodes, which are nodes at z=0 and z=Lz 
                                    % Nodes at x=0 and x=Lx are periodic)     
      
x=Lx/Nx:Lx/Nx:Lx;           % x mesh 
s=x/Lx;                             % dimensionless x mx
z=Lz/Nz:Lz/Nz:Lz;            % y mesh 
zs=z/Lz;                              % dimensionless z mesh 
X=2*Lx/(Nx-1);     % unit x cell d
dZ=2*Lz/(Nz-1);     % unit y cell 
dXs=dX/Lx;         % dimensionless unit x %
%dZs=dZ/Lz;          % dimensionless unit z 
 
 
if factor==1 
        U=0; 
nd e
 
if factor==2 
      Pin=Pex;   
end 
 
 
 
th(sigma),   % Lofor lll=1:leng
value is used. 
 
kkk=1; 
 
count(lll)=0; 
 
while 
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% Call for surface generation function 
 
[h,z1,p]=surfacegeneration_gauss_elim(Nx,Nz,n,m,sigma1,sigma2,h1,sigma(lll),epsi);   
 Part III: Setting up Matrix A and vector B for AX=B 
new=ones(length(xs),length(zs));       % initial value for Pressure  distribution 
                               % boundary pressure at z = 0  
new(:,Nz)=Pex;                                   % boundary pressure at z = Lz  
Nz); 
sparse(Ntotal,Ntotal); 
  B=sparse(1,Ntotal); 
:Nx,              % start converting process 
2,  
f (i==1 | i==Nx) 
              a(k)=(1/(12*mium*dX^2))*g(3,j)*h(2,j)^3; 
              d(k)=(1/(12*mium*dZ^2))*g(1,j+2)*h(1,j+1)^3; 
3); 
g(i+2,j)*h(i+1,j)^3; 
^3+h(i-1,j)^3); 
g(i-2,j)*h(i-1,j)^3; 
)^3; 
))*g(i,j)*(h(i,j+1)^3+h(i,j-1)^3); 
))*g(i,j-2)*h(i,j-1)^3;             
); 
                     
  % Construction of vector B 
gg(k); 
      B(k)=B(k)-f(k)*(Pnew(i,1)); 
          elseif (j==Nz-2) 
=B(k)-d(k)*(Pnew(i,Nz)); 
   
  % Construction of matrix A         
          A(k,k)=-(b(k)+e(k)); 
          if abs(A(k,k))<4*epsi^3    % Pressure at any contact point is made zero, to avoid  
k)=-1e60; 
          end 
f ((k+1)<=Ntotal & j~=(Nz-2)) 
              A(k,k+1)=d(k); 
          if ((k-1)>0 & j~=3) 
 
 
%
 
P
Pnew(:,1)=Pin;       
P
g=ones(Nx,
 
    k=0; 
    A=
  
    for i=1:2
        for j=3:2:Nz-
            k=k+1;         
            i
  
                b(k)=(1/(12*mium*dX^2))*g(1,j)*(h(2,j)^3+h(Nx-1,j)^3); 
                c(k)=(1/(12*mium*dX^2))*g(Nx-2,j)*h(Nx-1,j)^3; 
  
                e(k)=(1/(12*mium*dZ^2))*g(1,j)*(h(1,j+1)^3+h(1,j-1)^
                f(k)=(1/(12*mium*dZ^2))*g(1,j-2)*h(1,j-1)^3;             
                gg(k)=(U*(h(i,j+1)-h(i,j-1)))/(2*dZ); 
            else 
                a(k)=(1/(12*mium*dX^2))*
                b(k)=(1/(12*mium*dX^2))*g(i,j)*(h(i+1,j)
                c(k)=(1/(12*mium*dX^2))*
                d(k)=(1/(12*mium*dZ^2))*g(i,j+2)*h(i,j+1
                e(k)=(1/(12*mium*dZ^2
                f(k)=(1/(12*mium*dZ^2
                gg(k)=(U*(h(i,j+1)-h(i,j-1)))/(2*dZ
            end 
  
  
            B(k)=
            if (j==3) 
          
  
                B(k)
            end 
          
  
  
  
                                                       % the singularity of matrix. 
                A(k,
  
            i
  
            end 
  
                A(k,k-1)=f(k); 
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            end 
) 
              A(k,k+Nzp-2)=a(k); 
          if ((k-Nzp+2)>0 & i~=1) 
              A(k,k-Nzp+2)=c(k); 
          if (i==1 & (k+Ntotal-2*Nzp+4)<=Ntotal) 
*Nzp-Ntotal-4)=a(k); 
          end 
 
of converting process 
B 
by using Gaussian Elimination, 
1; 
apz(Pnew(1:2:Nx,1:2:Nz)))*dX*dZ; 
tion    
,1:2:Nz); 
 
i,j)<=epsi   % Furthermore the flow at the point of contact is made = 0; 
,1:2:Nz); 
late Pressure flow factor 
            if ((k+Nzp-2)<=Ntotal & i~=Nx
  
            end 
  
  
            end 
  
                A(k,k+Ntotal-2*Nzp+4)=c(k); 
            end 
            if (i==Nx & (k+2*Nzp-Ntotal-4)>0) 
                A(k,k+2
  
        end
    end                         % end 
             
    % Now Reynold's Equation is in the form of AX=
     
     
% Part IV: Calculating X 
%               then assign X back into matrix P 
 
    X = A\B'; 
     
    k=0; 
    for i=1:2:Nx, 
        for j=3:2:Nz-2, 
            k=k+
            Pnew(i,j)=X(k); 
        end 
    end 
 
 
% Part VI: Load Calculation 
 
W = trapz(tr
 
% Part VII: Flow factor calcula
     
P1=Pnew(1:2:Nx
[dpdz,dpdx]=gradient(P1,dZ,dX); 
 
for i=1:Nx 
    for j=1:Nz
        if h(
            h(i,j)=0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
htt=h(1:2:Nx
 
 
 
    if factor==1    % To calcu
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       flow_z_pressure1 = trapz(dpdz.*(htt.^3)/(12*mium),1).*dX*1/Lx;  
)^3/(12*mium)*(Pin-Pex)/Lz; 
abs(mean(flow_z_pressure1)/mean_flow_pressure); 
a<=1          % for Isotropic and Transverse surface roughness. 
unt(lll)=count(lll)+1;   % count for number of times phix>1 
x(kkk)<1       % neglect flow factor bigger than 1 
kkk+1; 
   
 if gamma>1           % for Longitudinal surface roughness. 
      
number of times phix>1 
          end 
   if phix(kkk)>1       % neglect flow factor less than 1 
k=kkk+1; 
  if factor==2      % To Calculate shear flow factor 
   
rapz(dpdz.*(htt.^3)/(12*mium),1).*dX).*dZ)/(Lx*Lz); 
less than 0 
  kkk=kkk+1; 
  end                 
d of number of iteration loop 
ean(lll) = mean(phix);   % Mean Pressure flow factor  
 
    
      phismean(lll) = mean(phis);   % Mean Pressure flow factor  
   end 
    
          
       mean_flow_pressure=h1(lll
     phix(kkk)=
      
 
        if gamm
             
            if phix(kkk)>1 
                co
            end 
             
            if phi
               kkk=
           end 
        end
 
      
      
           if phix(kkk)<1 
                count(lll)=count(lll)+1;    % count for 
  
            
      
            kk
         end 
       end 
 
    end 
 
 
  
  
          flow_z_shear = (trapz(t
 
          phis(kkk)=flow_z_shear/(U/2*sigma); 
 
     if phis(kkk)>0      % neglect  flow factor 
      
     end 
 
  
     
end          % en
 
     if factor==1 
        phixm
     end 
      
  
     if factor==2 
  
  
  
end                 % end of nominal film thickness loop 
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A.2.11 Random surface roughness generation code. 
thod proposed by Patir.  
tion [h,z1,p]=surfacegeneration_gauss_elim(N,M,n,m,sigma1,sigma2,h1,sigma,epsi) 
d(0,1,m+N,n+M); 
 
a1(i+k,j+l); 
sum*a1; 
:M 
=0; 
r k=1:m 
          for l=1:n 
j)>=0 
j)-z1(i,j)+z2(i,j);  
(i,j)<=0 
 
This m-file generates the random surface roughness based on the me
 
f
 
unc
 
 
hm=h1*ones(N,M);   
ita1=normrnd(0,1,m+N,n+M); 
ita2=nor
a1=sigm
mrn
a1/sqrt(n*m); 
a2=sigma2/sqrt(n*m); 
for i= 1:N 
    for j=1:M
        sum=0; 
        for k=1:m 
            for l=1:n 
                sum=sum+it
            end 
        end 
        z1(i,j)=
    end 
end 
 
for i= 1:N 
 
  
   for j=1
      sum
       fo 
  
                sum=sum+ita2(i+k,j+l); 
            end 
        end 
        z2(i,j)=sum*a2; 
    end 
end 
for i=1:N 
    for j=1:M 
if z1(i,j
    if z2(i,
)>=0 
        ht(i,j)=hm(i,
    end 
end 
if z1(i,j)>=0 
    if z2(i,j)<=0 
         ht(i,j)=hm(i,j)-z1(i,j)+z2(i,j);   
    end 
end 
if z1
    if z2(i,j)>=0 
         ht(i,j)=hm(i,j)-z1(i,j)+z2(i,j);   
    end 
end 
if z1(i,j)<=0 
   if z2(i,j)<=0  
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        ht(i,j)=hm(i,j)-z1(i,j)+z2(i,j);  
   end  
end 
 
     end 
nd e
p=0;     
terlocking condition     
ht = 0, the two surfaces touch each other 
 
 
for i=1:N, 
    for j=1:M, 
       % in        if ht(i,j)<0             
            ht(i,j)=epsi;   
+1;         % if             p=p
        end 
    end 
end 
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